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Agenda

Location Date Owner Time

Video Conference Call 27/01/21 09:00

1. Apologies for Absence and Declarations of Interest (Verbal) Graham Sims

2. Minutes of 25 November 2020 and Outstanding Actions
Schedule

Graham Sims 09:00

Executive Team Performance Update

3. Covid Update (Verbal) Dom Hardy 09:05

4. Chief Executive Report Nicky Lloyd 09:25

5. Integrated Performance Report Andrew
Statham

09:35

6. Ockenden Report Caroline Ainslie 10:00

7. Minutes of Board Committee Meetings and Committee
updates:

10:20

7.1. Finance & Investment Committee:  19  November 2020 Sue Hunt

7.2. Quality Committee: 8 December 2020 Helen
Mackenzie

7.3. Workforce Committee: 1 December 2020 Julian Dixon

7.4. Charity Committee: 15 December 2020 Bal Bahia

7.5. Audit & Risk Committee: 13 January 2021 John Petitt

8. Work Plan Caroline Lynch

9. Date of Next Meeting Graham Sims

9.1. Wednesday 31 March 2021, 09.00am
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Minutes of the Board – 25 November 2020

Board
Wednesday 25 November 2020
9.00 – 10.30
Video Conference Call

Members Present
Mr. Graham Sims (Chair)
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd (Acting Chief Executive)
Ms. Caroline Ainslie (Chief Nursing Officer)
Dr. Bal Bahia (Non-Executive Director)
Mr. Mike Clements (Acting Director of Finance)
Mr. Julian Dixon (Non-Executive Director)
Mr. Don Fairley (Chief People Officer)
Mr. Dom Hardy (Chief Operating Officer)
Mr. Brian Hendon (Non-Executive Director)
Mrs. Sue Hunt (Non-Executive Director)
Dr. Janet Lippett (Chief Medical Officer)
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie (Non-Executive Director)
Mr. John Petitt (Non-Executive Director)

In attendance
Mrs. Heather Allan (Director of IM&T)
Mrs. Caroline Lynch (Trust Secretary)
Mrs. Tracey Middleton (Director of Estates & Facilities)
Mrs. Victoria Parker (Director of Communications & Engagement)
Mr. Andrew Statham (Director of Strategy)

Apologies

There were nine governors and four members of staff present.

The Chief Medical Officer introduced the radiology team who had recently achieved their 
University Department of Excellence award from the Joint Academic Board.   The team 
gave a detailed presentation of how the department met the three domains required for the 
accreditation; clinical excellence, teaching and development and delivery and innovation.   
The Board congratulated the team. 

The Chief Nursing Officer read out two feedback letters from patients.  The first related to a 
patient who attended an ortho-spinal appointment.  The patient reported that the 
appointment had been perfect.  After arriving and having a temperature check, within 30 
minutes they had been provided with a plan for their treatment.  The patient had also 
commented that the hospital was clean and social distancing had been excellent 
throughout the appointment.    A second letter received related to a patient’s husband who 
had contacted the complaints team as he was trying to seek help about his wife.  He 
received help from the team and reported that he and his daughter had been able to be 
with his wife during her last two days of live and that the experience whilst being a tragedy 
had also been a healing process for the family.  He had commended the Trust for excellent 
care.   

Minutes 
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 Minutes of the Board – 25 November 2020

– 

The Chief Nursing Officer introduced the Deputy Director of Estates & Facilities who gave a 
presentation on Health & Safety in relation to the on-going construction works on site.    
The Board noted that a one-way system had been introduced on site in order to ensure 
social distancing could be adhered to by both patients, staff as well as contractors working 
on site.    The Deputy Director of Estates & Facilities highlighted that the projects currently 
on-going included 17 Craven Road and the Old Maids building in North Block where 
scaffolding had been erected, ED refurbishment, steam distribution network, site wide roof 
replacement and demolition of West Drive.   The Board noted that all contractors had 
staggered work times and breaks in order to ensure they maintained social distancing.  The 
Deputy Director of Estates & Facilities highlighted the planning, process and activity 
controls that were followed by the Trust in relation to construction projects.  It was agreed 
that a further update would be submitted to the January Board.           Action:  C Ainslie

130/20 Minutes:  29 July 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule

The minutes of the meeting held on 30 September 2020 were approved as a correct record 
and would be signed by the Chair.

There were no declarations of interest.  

The Board received the matters arising schedule and noted that all actions were completed. 

131/20 Chief Executive’s Report

The Acting Chief Executive introduced the report and highlighted that the Trust held its first 
virtual Annual General Meeting (AGM) that was livestreamed via YouTube.  Various media 
channels had been used to promote short films made by Trust staff to reassure patients 
that it was safe to attend for appointments.    The Chief Operating Officer advised that the 
‘go live’ for Maternity had taken place on 1 November 2020 and theatres was also now live.  
Prince Charles Eye Unit and West Berkshire Community Hospital ‘go live’ were planned for 
later in the week.  There had been no operational issues during the ‘go lives’ and thanked 
the Planned Care, IM&T and theatres teams. 

The Board discussed staff wellbeing.  The Chief People Officer advised that decompression 
sessions had been provided for circa 200 staff.  Following this, teams had requested further 
sessions and these were being scheduled. 

The Board noted that the Trust currently had a number of Covid positive inpatients.  Two 
wards had been specifically allocated for Covid patients.  The Trust was well prepared as a 
result of the first phase of Covid and both Covid patients and elective patients were being 
managed well.  The Chair thanked the Executive team for their excellent leadership in the 
Trust. 

 
132/20 Integrated Performance Report (IPR) 

The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that there had been a 
third misplacement of a nasogastric (NG) tube Never Event.  Immediate learning was for a 
radiology consultant to check placement of NG tubes.  However, an external review had 
also been commissioned to ascertain whether there was any additional learning from these 
incidents. Mortality indicators were as expected.    A learning from deaths review was 
ongoing.   The Chief Medical Officer confirmed that the mortality action plan was monitored 
by the Quality Committee.  
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 Minutes of the Board – 25 November 2020

– 

The Acting Director of Finance highlighted the challenge in relation to maternity staffing and 
advised that this was being currently mitigated through the use of bank and agency staff.   
The Board noted that there had been an increase in length of stay in the stroke unit as a 
result of Covid.   However, electives trajectories were being recovered.  Urgent care 
performance was stable and robust performance on the ED standard had been maintained.  
Two week wait (2WW) performance had been recovered to the level seen in 2019/20.  
Individual patient pathway reviews at specialty level were also on-going.    There had been 
an increase in 52 week waits and it was anticipated that this standard would be recovered 
by the end of the financial year if current performance was maintained.

The Board noted that mandatory training compliance remained challenged.  However, other 
workforce indicators were positive.  The vacancy rate was current 5.83% and the rolling 
turnover was 13.55%.   The Acting Director of Finance highlighted the Health & Safety 
indicators and advised that conflict resolution training compliance had improved.  The 
Board noted that incidents categorised as building works did not relate to on-going 
construction work and the category would be amended accordingly.    In addition, an 
external audit on asbestos had been carried out in July 2019. 

Financial performance was in line with forecast and activity was on target.  All specialities 
were ahead of plan.  Cash was strong due to the current payment regime.  The Acting 
Director of Finance advised that a weekly cash flow was being developed as discussed with 
the Finance & Investment Committee.  Capital expenditure was on target; £34m had been 
spent and a further £18m had been committed. 

The Board discussed the Never Events.  The Chief Medical Officer advised that two had 
taken place in the Intensive Care Unit and one in theatres.  The current process for ICU 
patients was two clinicians to check x-ray results after an NG tube was fitted.  However, the 
process had been revised to ensure x-rays results were checked by a consultant 
radiologist.    The same process would also be followed during out of hours.    An external 
review had been commissioned in order to identify any other additional learning. 

The Chief Medical Officer confirmed that, whilst the sepsis data had increased, it was 
considered that this related to a data issue.   In relation to Hospital Acquired Pneumonia, 
projects were on-going such as aspirated toothbrushes.  Acute Kidney Injury (AKI) was 
reported on the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) and the teams were proactively reviewing 
patients.

The Chief Operating Officer advised that cancer performance data had been validated and 
the teams had managed to meet all national standards during October 2020.  The referral 
rate was higher than the same period in the previous year.  There had been some 
challenges in relation to breast and skin cancer performance due to staff self-isolating. But 
this would continue to be monitored.  Elective services would be maintained as long as 
possible.  The Board discussed the increase in early cancer diagnosis in the community 
and the impact on the increase in 2WW referrals.

The Chief Nursing Officer advised that the Trust had received its first delivery of lateral flow 
testing and work was on-going to prioritise staff areas to receive this.   This would assist 
with managing patient flow.  

The Board discussed the increase in safeguarding cases in the Trust.  The Chief Nursing 
Officer confirmed that good progress had been achieved in front-line staff completing 
conflict resolution training.    The safeguarding team also supported all teams with 
individual cases.  
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 Minutes of the Board – 25 November 2020

– 

The Board discussed ambulance waits.  The Chief Operating Officer advised that this was 
an issue on rare occasions and normally occurred when a number of ambulances arrived at 
the same time due to space constraints.  However, consultants review within 15 minutes 
was performing well. 

133/20 Standing Orders

The Trust Secretary introduced the Standing Orders that were due for review as part of the 
annual review cycle.  The main amendment was to increase the quorum of the Board to 
seven.  The Audit & Risk Committee had reviewed and recommended the Standing Orders 
for approval.   The Board approved the Standing Orders. 

134/20 Ward Skill Mix Review

The Chief Nursing Officer introduced the report and highlighted that the report would 
normally be reviewed by the Workforce Committee ahead of submission to the Board.  
However, as the Workforce Committee had been rescheduled, this had not been possible 
on this occasion.  

The Chief Nursing Officer advised that the methodology used for the skill mix review had 
been altered this year due to Covid.  The report had been reviewed by the Executive 
Management Committee and the recommendations for revised establishment set out in the 
report would be considered as part of the on-going zero based budget process.     

The Board supported the proposal and recommended that the Workforce Committee 
should review the recommendations.           Action:  C Ainslie 

135/20 Minutes of Board Committee Meetings and Board Committee Updates

The Board received the following minutes:

Finance & Investment Committee 24 September 2020 and 22 October 2020

Audit & Risk Committee 16 September 2020 and 26 October 2020

Quality Committee 13 October 2020

Charity Committee 22 October 2020

The Board approved the revised terms of reference for the Finance & Investment 
Committee.

136/20 Information Item: Board Work Plan

The Board noted the work plan. 

137/20 Date of Next Meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Wednesday 27 January 2021at 
9.00am.  

Chair

Date
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Board Schedule of Matters Arising and Outstanding Actions    Agenda Item 2

Board 
Date

Board 
Minute 

Subject Decision Owner Update

25 
November 
2020

Health & 
Safety Story

The Deputy Director of Estates & Facilities 
highlighted the planning, process and activity 
controls that were followed by the Trust in relation to 
construction projects.  It was agreed that a further 
update would be submitted to the January Board.

C Ainslie This has been deferred to the 
March Board meeting.

25 
November 
2020

134/20 Ward Skill 
Mix Review

The Board supported the proposal and 
recommended that the Workforce Committee should 
review the recommendations.

C Ainslie Item included on the Workforce 
Committee work plan.
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Title: Chief Executive Report

Agenda item no: 4

Meeting: Board of Directors

Date: 27 January 2021

Presented by: Nicky Lloyd, Acting Chief Executive Officer

Prepared by: Nicky Lloyd, Acting Chief Executive Officer

Purpose of the Report  To update the Board with an overview of key issues since the 
previous Board meeting.

 To update the Board with an overview of key national and local 
strategic environment and planning developments

 This includes items that may impact on policy, quality and financial 
risks to the Trust.

Report History  None

What action is 
required?

For information and discussion: The Board is asked to note the report.

Assurance Information  Discussion/input  Decision/approval

Resource Impact: None

Relationship to Risk 
in BAF:

6.

Strategic objectives  This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::
Provide the highest quality care   
Invest in our staff and live out our values 
Drive the development of integrated services 
Cultivate innovation and transformation 
Achieve long-term financial sustainability 
Well Led Framework applicability: Not applicable                        


1. Leadership               2. Vision & Strategy      3. Culture                      4. Governance             

5. Risks, Issues &              
Performance

6. Information               
Management

7. Engagement              8. Learning &                 
Innovation

Publication
Published on website Confidentiality (FoI): Private Public 
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Key Issues

1. Introduction

1.1 As recent news headlines have made very clear, leading to the current lockdown, we are 
once again experiencing significant numbers of patients with Covid. We are continuing to 
treat patients across our services, including;

 Managing Covid

 A safe winter

 Protecting elective care, as far as capacity allows

We continue to encourage patients from the communities we serve to attend their 
appointments and to access all of the NHS services on offer, either through seeing their GP 
or community pharmacy or using the hospital services. Winter is upon us, with our response 
led by the Urgent Care Board, chaired by our Chief Operating Officer, Dom Hardy.  Our 
teams continue to focus attention on making sure that our services are as open and 
operational as capacity allows, and that we deliver constitutional standards. We continue to 
support staff and remain committed to delivering financial balance, and living our CARE 
values. 

1.2 We were delighted to be selected as the hospital visited by their Royal Highnesses, the 
Duke and Duchess of Cambridge on 8th December 2020 as part of their 3 day UK Tour, 
visiting all parts of the United Kingdom to thank those who had helped in the first wave of the 
pandemic. They took time to talk with small groups of our nurses, therapists and midwives, 
about their experiences of caring for patients through the pandemic, as well as chatting with 
other members of staff who had gathered to welcome them to the Trust. They had kindly 
arranged for live music from the Reading Acoustic Steel Percussion Orchestra (RASPO) to 
accompany their visit and donated 1,000s of individual cakes for staff, as well as a beautiful 
fresh flower decorated cake, supplied by the ‘Great British Bake Off’.  This socially 
distanced, outdoor visit was a real boost to staff morale. 

1.3 We held our 2019/20 Staff Awards Evening later that day, and it was so uplifting to hear all 
the nominations for individual and team awards, and a real privilege and pleasure to meet 
the winners and those ‘Highly Commended’ for their work and commitment to our CARE 
values. This virtual event was broadcast ‘Live’, another event like the AGM, where we have 
had to innovate the format in order to continue safely, and this has enabled many more staff 
to be involved, and it has since been viewed many hundred times.

1.4 As well as continuing to communicate through established media channels, (TV and Radio), 
I, and other members of our team, have continued making short films to reassure patients 
about what we are doing to keep them safe, and encourage attendance for diagnostic 
procedures, outpatient appointments and elective procedures. These have been created in 
several languages and also include films made by patients to provide reassurance to other 
patients about the steps we have taken to reduce the risks of infection. These are now 
routinely provided to patients ahead of their appointments to help reduce cancellations and 
‘Did not attends’.

1.5 EU Exit transition has now taken place, following the agreement by Parliament to the deal 
secured before Christmas. We are continuing to monitor the potential impact of this on 
deliveries of supplies and services and also on staff. 
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1.6 The Trust was delighted to hear the news that Tricia Pease, our Associate Chief Nurse, 
Safeguarding, Mental Health & Learning Disabilities, has been recognised in the New Year’s 
Honours with an MBE for her contribution to nursing, children and young people, and 
safeguarding. This well- earned accolade is to acknowledge Tricia’s work protecting the 
most vulnerable in our communities.

2. Strategic Objective 1: Provide the Highest Quality Care

2.1. We are working closely with our leaders throughout the organisation to continue to 
encourage all of our teams to display our values of Compassion, Aspiration, 
Resourcefulness and Excellence, in every situation. 

2.2. The South East Region, and our local communities, have seen much higher Covid case 
prevalence than other parts of the country. We have re-instated our incident management 
process using SILVER and GOLD command in late December. This continues and, at the 
time of writing, our Intensive Care Unit capacity is well in excess of 100% of usual 
operational capacity, as well as significant numbers of patients on non-invasive oxygen on 
other bedded areas and patients on our TICC-19 virtual ward pathway, being monitored 
safely in their own homes with oxygen saturation monitors and daily phone calls. The high 
level of patients requiring oxygen has caused our usage of oxygen to increase, and levels of 
which are being monitored to ensure secure capacity.

2.3. We are continuing other activities, particularly around cancer and diagnostics, to ensure that 
urgent care is available across all specialties. However, the constraints on capacity have 
meant that we have had to delay certain elective operations.  We are working closely with 
partner organisations, including the Independent hospitals, across Berkshire West, 
Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire (BOB) Integrated Care System (ICS) and the 
wider South East to maintain the focus on safe, timely care and discharging of patients from 
hospital. 

2.4 Senior Leaders continue to support the Infection Prevention and Control Team to remind 
staff to consistently practice good hand hygiene, maintain social distancing and ensure 
environmental decontamination takes place appropriately and that systems for monitoring 
are in place.  The Infection Prevention and Control Board Assurance Framework has been 
updated and circulated to members of the Quality Committee. We continue to carry out 
frequent testing of patients, on arrival, on admission, and during their inpatient stay.

3. Strategic Objective 2: Invest in our staff and live out our values

3.1. We have reviewed and renewed our staff Health & Wellbeing offer and have increased the 
range of services available to staff.  The Board approved the proposal in November 2020 to 
create a permanent Staff Health and Wellbeing centre at 17 Craven Road, and work is well 
underway to repurpose this Grade II Listed Building. We have also appointed a new Health 
and Wellbeing operational lead.

3.2. We have taken further steps to prevent the spread of infection amongst, or by, staff, 
including:
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3.2.1 COVID-19 self -testing, using Lateral Flow test kits, available for all staff, with a follow 
up Laboratory test if initial test results are Covid positive. We have distributed kits to 
3799 of our staff.  We have had 118 asymptomatic positive results to date which 
have gone on to be confirmed by formal laboratory testing.  This is hugely beneficial 
in helping us to prevent nosocomial infection. We are continuing to encourage staff to 
undertake self testing twice weekly and this will continue even when staff have been 
vaccinated.   

3.2.2 Staff vaccination. At the time of drafting this report, over 3,000 staff have been 
vaccinated, following the first delivery of vaccine on 4th January. 

3.3 The 2020 NHS Staff Survey closed on the 27 November 2020. Initial findings have been 
shared with the Trust for internal scrutiny purposes whilst the data remains under strict 
National embargo until late February 2021. Initial insights clearly show that the Trust has 
once more performed strongly, further improving on what was already an established strong 
performance last year. Initial insights also clearly indicate we have cemented our place as a 
top decile performer relative to our benchmarked peers, which in the context of the extreme 
challenges of the past year provides some positive assurance. A full report with initial 
findings will be presented to the Workforce Committee in February 2021.

3.4 The Trust now has 129 staff members split across four cohorts on the Chartered Management 
Degree Programme. This programme is a key element of our partnership with the Henley 
Business School. The first cohort who commenced in late 2017 are now entering the final 
stages of the programme and this month our first two candidates have completed the degree, 
both achieving distinctions. Due to the significant operational pressures of the past year, a 
number of candidates have had to secure extensions to complete the programme, with a 
series of End Point Assessments scheduled in the weeks and months ahead.

3.5 The Charity Committee approved the rebranding of the Royal Berks Charity logo during 
November 2020.  This will launch in April 2021, with a refreshed image, accompanied by a 
refreshed strategy. We continue to be hugely grateful for the support provided to us by the 
Charity, as well as the League of Friends and other supporters.

4. Strategic Objective 3: Drive the Development of Integrated Service 

4.1. We have continued to accelerate our partnership working, fulfilling our role as an Anchor 
institution, and working closely with colleagues across BOB ICS and Berkshire West 
Integrated Care Place (ICP).

4.2. The Walk in Centre in Reading has re-opened to provide alternative options to visiting A&E for 
face to face urgent care. ‘Think 111 First’ is now operational, and triages patients that dial 111 
and offers booked time slots at healthcare sites, other than just our Emergency Department, 
including, GPs, our Minor Injuries unit, the Walk in Centre, or a community pharmacy.

4.3. In this period of escalation, we have daily ICU calls across BOB ICS, helping to support acute 
trusts across the local area and beyond to balance capacity and demand for these services. 
We have many patients on Loddon and Kennet wards also on non-invasive ventilation, who 
require additional oxygen support. The Executive team of provider Trusts (Acute, Community 
and Mental Health) are now meeting several times weekly to share and collaborate in our 
response to this most recent surge in patients requiring hospital services.

4.4. NHS England and Improvement published "Integrating Care:  Next steps to building strong an 
effective integrated care systems across England” for consultation in November 2020, which 
signals a significant change in the development of system working. It seeks, through greater 
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collaboration between partners across health and care system, to accelerate progress in 
addressing critical health and care challenges through stronger partnerships in place, 
providers working together at scale using a formal arrangement, and utilising digital and data 
as a key facilitator.  The document proposes changes to commissioning and funding 
arrangements that will in future focus on the ICS, and will see the devolution of some 
functions and resources from national to system levels. The report proposes new governance 
arrangements with the development of provider collaborations and place-based partnerships 
(i.e. Berkshire West). The report emphasises the importance of place as the building block for 
health and care integration. The Trust will continue to engage on the development of this work 
through the ICS Leadership Forum.

5. Strategic Objective 4: Cultivate Innovation and Transformation

5.1 Digital Hospital Programme 

We have now delivered a successful ‘go live’ for Maternity Electronic Patient Records and 
Theatres. The next part of the Digital Hospital implementation, Anaesthetics, is scheduled 
during January. This will complete the planned electronic patient record ‘Go Lives’ across all 
areas of our clinical services. 

5.2 Service Transformation 

We continue to look for ways to see more patients, ensuring safe distancing, face coverings 
and with sufficient hand hygiene measures. Many of our ward areas have been re-purposed, 
we are once again using the Independent sector to assist in the response to the pandemic, 
and many staff are providing services through a blend of face to face and virtual means. The 
Endoscopy team continue to deliver significant volumes of diagnostic capacity through 
continuous review of working practices and innovative scheduling.

Across all services, we are continuing to ask patients to arrive on a ‘just in time’ basis, to 
restrict the numbers in waiting rooms, as we have dramatically reduced the number of 
available seats in waiting rooms to deliver effective social distancing. Full cleaning regimes 
are in place before, during and after clinics to provide effective infection control. We are open 
and encourage patients to attend their appointments and access the care and treatments they 
need. We are promoting this across all media. 

6. Strategic Objective 5: Achieve Long-Term Financial Sustainability 

6.1. On 21 December, following Trust Board approval, we submitted our Strategic Outline Case to 
NHS England /NHS Improvement NHSE/1).  Over the last months, we have engaged with 
thousands of staff and members of our communities through our project known as ‘Building 
Berkshire Together’.  We received letters of support from our commissioners, local Trusts, 
Local Authorities and other stakeholders. Later this month, we are meeting with NHSE/I and 
the ‘Project Speed’ team, who are leading the Hospital Redevelopment Programme nationally 
to progress the next steps of this ‘once in a generation’ opportunity to redevelop our hospital. 

6.2. Our capital programme now stands at over £65m for the financial year 2020/21. At Bracknell 
Healthspace, the Lighthouse laboratory is now constructed and about to ‘go live’. Other major 
projects are also progressing including, on the Reading site, the project to enlarge the 
Emergency Department facilities, the de-steaming project, and demolition of the buildings 
formerly occupied by our Ear Nose and Throat (ENT) services on West Drive. 
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6.3. Critical Infrastructure Backlog maintenance is also progressing well, with many schemes, such 
as roof replacements and repairs, lift refurbishments, and electrical and fire safety 
improvements in full swing.  

6.4. We continue to hold a healthy cash position, with a breakeven position year to date and are 
still forecasting a £1.5m full year surplus. Work is progressing to complete our planning for 
revenue and capital budgets for 2021/22, and we are receiving further information from 
NHSE/I about the likely financial regime for next year.  

As before, I would like to thank all of our staff, volunteers, partner sub-contractors, suppliers, 
neighbours, local businesses and fellow anchor institutions for their continued support as we 
navigate through all of the recent changes to continue to deliver Compassionate, Aspirational, 
Resourceful and Excellent healthcare services to our communities.

7. Action Required

The Board is asked to NOTE this report.
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Title: Integrated Performance Report

Agenda item no: 5

Meeting: Board of Directors

Date: 27 January 2021

Presented by: Andrew Statham, Director of Strategy, Transformation and Partnerships

Prepared by: Performance Team

Purpose of the Report The purpose of this report is to provide the Board of Directors with an 
analysis of quality performance to the end of December 2020.

Report History Executive Management Committee – 25 January 2021

What action is 
required?

The Board is asked to note the report.

Assurance  Information  Discussion/input Decision/approval

Resource Impact:
None

Relationship to Risk in 
BAF:

Strategic objectives  This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::
Provide the highest quality care   
Invest in our staff and live out our values 
Drive the development of integrated services 
Cultivate innovation and transformation 
Achieve long-term financial sustainability

Well Led Framework applicability: Not applicable                        


1. Leadership               2. Vision & Strategy      3. Culture                      4. Governance             

5. Risks, Issues &              
Performance

6. Information               
Management

7. Engagement              8. Learning &                 
Innovation

Publication
Published on website Confidentiality (FoI): Private Public 
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Integrated Performance Report

The purpose of this paper is to provide the Board of Directors with an analysis of quality 

performance to the end of December 2020. The report covers performance against the 

NHS Improvement (NHSI) Risk Assessment Framework as well as national and local key 

performance indicators.

Contact:

Caroline Ainslie, Chief Nursing Officer

Janet Lippett, Chief Medical Officer

Dom Hardy, Chief Operating Officer

Don Fairley, Chief People Officer

Michael Clements, Acting Director of Finance 

21/01/2021 Integrated Performance Report

January 2021
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December 2020 Summary

Patient Safety & 

Experience
Page 3 – 4

• 19 Hospital onset 8-14 days COVID-19 positive patients were reported in December 2020.

• 22 Hospital onset over 14 days positive patients were reported in December 2020 (all 41 Hospital onset cases were from  COVID-19 Outbreaks).

Clinical 

Effectiveness
Page 5 - 7

• Trust mortality and the national Summary Hospital-level Indicator (SHMI) are reported as ‘as expected’ and has fallen from last month. Hospital 

Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR - 56 diagnosis groups) and SMR (all diagnosis groups) are also as expected. 

• The Myocardial Infarction National Audit Programme (MINAP) data continues to demonstrate excellent compliance against its access targets.

• The Stroke Sentinel National Audit Programme (SSNAP) currently demonstrates good and consistent compliance.

Patient Access
Page 8 - 10

• A&E Performance remains below 95% against the 4 hour standard. However it remains significantly improved when compared with 19/20. 

• Attendances to the ED have increased in December and conversion to admission remains high at >32%

• RTT reporting is not yet complete for December. However we expect performance to remain significantly compromised.  

• Increased non-elective demand as a result of COVID-19 has necessitated a need to reduce capacity for some elective services.  Whilst the Trust is 

continuing to prioritise Cancer and Urgent demand, RTT performance and profile is expected to be significantly impacted as a predominantly routine 

access standard.  

• RTT 52 weeks continues to increase and attempts to reduce this to near zero by March 21 will now not be achievable.

• Work has commenced to develop the Trust post COVID-19 elective recovery approach which will focus on both the reduction backlog (>52) balanced with 

a need to reduce waiting times at each stage of the pathway with a particular focus on time to first assessment.  

• At the time of writing the DM01 has not been finalised.  November saw a small improvement over Octobers figures reporting 89.3% vs. 87.4% (99% 

target). 

• As expected for November, the Trust is non-compliant against the cancer standards (14, 31 and 62 day) but remains compliant against subsequent 

treatment standards.  We continue to perform well against the 28 day faster diagnosis standard and the PTL remains stable at a level below threshold. 

• The predominant themes for non-compliance against cancer standards are; pathway complexity, capacity, sickness and patient choice.  

Workforce, 

Staffing and 

Development
Page 11 – 12

• Psychological needs assessments continuing in areas considered as high impact from COVID-19. Provisional reports/findings should be available in March 

with a full report available shortly after.

• Trust Staff H&WB centre has now been approved by the Trust Board and work has commenced. Targeted opening is March/April 2021 for cycle village and 

August 2021 for the main wellbeing centre.

• COVID-19 vaccination campaign commenced on Monday 4th January, based on areas of highest need. Capacity of 212 appointments has been reached 

every day for the first week of appointments.

• Trauma Risk Management (TRiM) training to commence to small numbers of front line staff in May 2021, with the potential to expand this further 

(funding dependent).

• We are due to expand availability of OD led Decompression sessions, as well as introduce sessions aimed at those individuals who are currently working 

from home.

Finance & 

Health and Safety
Page 13 – 16

• The funding regime instituted in October, M07, continues with an agreed level of funding secured to cover expected operating costs for the second half of 

the year.

• The Trust has reported results in line with the forecast submitted to NHS England and NHS Improvement for December, M09.
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Safety & Experience – Harm Free Care
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Patient Safety & Experience – Forward Look & Trends

Infection Control

6 Trust apportioned (TA) Clostridioides difficile (C.diff) were reported in December 2020: case reviews are in progress.  29 TA cases have been reported to date 2020/21: at 

the time of the writing of this report, the Trust had not yet received its upper limit for TA C.diff cases for 2020/21.

2 TA Meticillin Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA) bacteraemia were reported in December 2020 and reviews are in progress. 7 TA Escherichia coli (E.coli) 

bacteraemia were reported in December 2020 and reviews are in progress. 5 TA Meticillin-sensitive Staphylococcus Aureus (MSSA), 4 TA Klebsiella and 1 TA Pseudomonas 

Aeruginosa.

19 Hospital onset 8-14 days COVID-19 positive patients were reported in December 2020: 22 Hospital onset over 14 days positive patients were reported in December 

2020 (all 41 Hospital onset cases were from  COVID-19 Outbreaks).

Maternity

One serious incident reported in December 2020 relating to a neonatal death.

Pressure Ulcers

The Trust reported 2, category 3 pressure ulcers as serious incidents in December. Investigations are underway.

Falls

Fall per 1000 bed days has reduced slightly from Novembers figure but remains high. The Trust have not reported a fall as a Serious incident since September 2020 and 

work led by the Falls Steering group and Patient Safety team continues to focus on the embedding learning of previous incidents.

Friends and Family  Test (FFT)

December is the first FFT data collection since the cessation in March 2020. The question and collection criteria have changed and we no longer need to submit a ‘response 
rate’, this is now an internal target.  Responses can be submitted at any time, rather than within 48 hours of discharge.  On a positive note, all Inpatient wards submitted 

responses and this will increase as the wards begin to embed.  All national results / scores (not sure what this will look like) will carry a COVID-19 related asterisk.

Complaints

The Trust received 29 formal complaints.  Analysis of the 29 new complaints has shown that Clinical Treatment (12) and Communication (11) were the top two themes. 

76% of complaints closed in December were responded to within 25 days.  Of the complaints closed in December; 6 were well founded, 9 were partially well founded and 3 

were unfounded. We are awaiting outcomes for 7 complaints; these are being actively chased up.

Safeguarding

Complexity in maternity, child and adult safeguarding, mental health and LD patients has continued through December with the safeguarding team increasingly  involved 

with supporting the management of cases and discharging complex vulnerable patients.  During January and February child and adult levels 1&2 safeguarding training will 

be available. Level 3 update sessions, will be offered on TEAMS. 
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Clinical Effectiveness

High Higher than expected

Norm As expected

Low Lower than expected

Mortality Indicators - Key

Expected' based on national benchmarking 

1.8 Norm Norm Norm

HighNorm

Norm High HighHigh
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Clinical Effectiveness – Forward Look / Trends

• Trust mortality, as a crude percentage of admissions, remains as expected. Hospital Standardised Mortality Ratio (HSMR - 56 diagnosis groups) is as 

expected and reduced from last month.  The national Summary Hospital-level Indicator (SHMI) is as expected and has reduced from last month.  SMR (all 

diagnosis groups) is also as expected and has fallen slightly from the previous month.

• A detailed review of the trusts position has been undertaken highlighting a number of data and process issues, looking at capacity (especially in the 

emergency pathways), how we manage patient safety and also flagging areas of clinical concern.  An action plan has been developed and is being 

monitored.

• In surgery, perioperative risk adjusted mortality is as expected whereas perioperative risk adjusted complications is now higher than expected .

SHMI Predictor

The informatics team have developed a local SHMI proxy using our data to 

give a forward projection, given the 6 month lag in the national figures 

being released.  The model to date has accurately tracked the shifting 

position in the trust and the predictions are that our SHMI will continue to 

fall over the next six months as the changes made have greater impact.  

This needs to be monitored and refined, especially in light of the 

pandemic. 
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Clinical Effectiveness – Look Forward / Trends

COVID-19 (Connected Care – COVID-EWS)    Date Run: 17/11/2020

• To note, the National data opt-out becomes effective from September 30th and will affect the majority of NICOR audits, including MINAP, as well as SSNAP. Protocols are in planning to ensure 

our audit submissions are fully compliant. Once implemented, this may result in two data sets presented: an ALL patient data set held locally, and a national audit ‘opt-out omitted’ data set.

• High risk TIA <24hr remains high at 95% (Nov 

96%). 

• ASU 4hr target has dipped again to 78% (Nov 

82%) reflecting bottleneck and front door & 

access to CT images. There are plans to share all 

images on Brainomix & Triage.

• Consultant marker (14hr) significantly improved  

to 89% (73%). 

• All therapies targets scored 100% despite 

significant impact from COVID-19 staff sickness. 

• 90% length of stay (LOS) target improved at 93% 

(Nov 89%).

Maternity Stroke Cardiac Care

• The maternity electronic patient record went live on 1st 

November with this being the second month of data 

reporting from the new system.  It has not been possible 

to report on all criteria in this  month.  Teams are working 

on improved data quality, the  data reports and also with 

the EPR team to ensure that all data requirements are 

met by the Cerner system.  

• The percentage of term admissions to the neonatal unit 

has increased this month. A review of all cases is being 

completed by the multi-professional team to identify 

avoidable admissions and actions required.

• Door to balloon <150min as well as Call to 

balloon <100min targets have achieved 

100% and overall the service maintains 

excellent compliance. 

• High volume of activity in November & 

December to be discussed at postponed 

MINAP stats meeting in Jan ‘21.

• Significant increase in per 100k rate in all three 

local authorities 

• Reading (350 – 1500)

• Wokingham (290 - 900)  

• West Berkshire (168 - 700) 

• However we remain significantly lower national 

average and the number of confirmed cases has 

shown a reducing trend over the last 10-12 days.

• There are currently c.3400 (recorded) active cases 

within the Berkshire West (89% at home – avg age 

38) 
• Approx. 1/3 of the active 

cohort meet the criteria for 

increase risk of severe 

outcome (19% in health 

setting – avg age 72) 

• The average length of stay for 

a Berkshire West resident 

admitted to hospital with 

COVID-19 is 16.3 days. 
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Clinical Effectiveness – Look Forward / Trends

Maternity Dashboard
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Patient Access

To note:  National reporting for a number of metrics has not taken place at the point of IPR circulation.  

Metrics have been colour coded to indicate compliance (green) / non-compliance (red) expectations. 

Cancer: 14 Day

93%85%

88.4%95.9% 76.6%79%
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Patient Access – Emergency and Flow

Patient Flow

RBFT = Red Line

• Through December the 

Trust has reported between 

90-95% occupancy.  

• A&E has seen a small 

increased in attendances in 

December when compared 

November.  

• When compared with Dec 

19 the Trust remains 

significantly below the 

volume attendance.  

• However, whilst we are 

showing a reduction in 

admissions when compared 

with last year this is smaller 

than the reduction in 

admissions. 

• Ambulance handover delays 

have been a significant 

challenge through 

December. 

• Trust remains non-

compliant against the 4 

hour waiting time standard. 

Performance has dropped 

to 80%.

• The target ceiling for 

stranded patients has been 

reviewed and adjusted to 

reflect the current 

challenges within the Trust.
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Patient Access – Elective

Phase 3 Recovery Expectations Aug-20 Sep-20 Oct-20

Outpatient Activity (P3 Expectation) 90% 100% 100%

Inpatient Activity (P3 Expectation) 70% 80% 90%

Diagnostic Activity (P3 Expectation) (Endo/Rad) 90% 90% 100%

18

Cancer > 104 days

Zero - asap

2645

RTT > 52 Weeks

Requires Discussion

Target

In Month

Expectations

Through December the Trust has been able to maintain expected levels of elective activity.  However, in response to the current increase in COVID-

19 demand it has been necessary to reduce the elective programme throughout the Trust.  As such the volume of elective activity will be reduced 

through the early part of 2021.  The Trust is continuing to provide a number of elective service and is prioritising Cancer and Urgent demand.  

Work is underway to develop the Trust post COVID elective recovery approach which will balance the need to quickly reduce backlog whilst also 

taking action to reduce waiting times at the beginning of pathways and mitigate the risk of patients experiencing excessive waits for first assessment. 

This page will be updated over the coming weeks with a selection of metric in order to inform the board of progress against KPIs. 
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Workforce, Staffing & Development

Invest in our Staff

• The Organisational Development (OD) leads are analysing the high level staff survey results, and drawing out main issues to work on 

with teams. 

• Addressing incidents of violence and aggression, and also work related musculo-skeletal injuries which so far have gone across all 

departments in Urgent Care

• NHS Staff Survey - high level Trust data has been received for internal scrutiny prior to lifting of the National data embargo in late 

February 2021

• Work continues on our Health & Wellbeing Centre, due to open in August.

• The ER team continue to provide line manager support, aided by their online manager guide which continues to receive positive

feedback.

Supporting health 

and wellbeing

• Occupational Health leading on staff vaccination centre; over 3,500 staff vaccinated so far.

• Staff Winter Care Pack launched, providing thorough guidance to support available throughout both winter and the on going 

pandemic.

• Health at Home portal launched, providing support to those shielding and/or working from home.

• Learning & OD team continuing rollout of Decompression Sessions and have introduced What Matters ‘Let’s Talk’ Health and 
Wellbeing discussions.

Operational Support

• Supporting the priority redeployment of staff – i.e. COVID-19 reporting team, vaccination centre, swabbing services.

• HR FAQs updated and relaunched in new user-friendly format.

• Analysis of the national People Plan and onward actions identified.

• Work continues to provide Covid-19 safe workspaces and technology to ensure that we are able to support recovery and 

innovation.
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Appraisal Rate – Recent improvements in appraisal rates slipped back slightly in December – the first reversal in five months. Marginal improvements in Urgent Care, 

Corporate & Estates were offset by weaker compliance in Planned & Networked Care.  The Learning & Development (L&D) teams continued to monitor and follow up 

late appraisals.

Completed Mandatory Training – Mandatory and Statutory Training (MAST) compliance rose to its highest since Feb 2020 (i.e. pre COVID-19). All care Groups apart 

from Estates reported improvements with Networked Care & Corporate now over 90% (and Planned Care just under).

Rolling 12-month Sickness Absence – The 12 month rolling sickness absence figure has decreased in November which also sees a decrease in the monthly percentage 

rate at 3.23%.  The number of short term sickness continues to raise compared to long term.  Whilst there continues to be concerns regarding the accurate recording 

of absence, as “other” remains the highest recorded reason anxiety/stress/depression remains high. This is not surprising due to the last 7 months and the difficulties 

that staff have had to work through.  The Trust continues to concentrate on supporting staff mental wellbeing during this time and as we go into the second wave. 

We have seen an increase in seasonal illnesses, cough/cold/flu, which is not unusual at this time of year however It is not yet known whether the new variant of 

COVID-19 displays a different set of symptoms but this will be closely monitored to ensure absences are recorded appropriately and that staff are tested as early as 

possible to avoid transmission. 

Vacancy Rate – Even though we are in the middle of a pandemic our vacancy rate has remains stable.  The trust pipeline remains strong, in particular international 

recruitment with 16 nurses arrival in December who have completed quarantine and are now working in the Trust.  A further 16 will arrive in January.  45 

international nurses have received offers and awaiting to arrive in the UK with an additional 106 to awaiting interview.  UK recruitment remains consistent with 79 

candidates awaiting to start with a further 214 undergoing pre-employment checks.  NHSE/I launched a nationwide campaign to have zero support worker vacancies, 

the Trust is engaging in this campaign and have additional recruitment activities taking place throughout February and March to further reduce vacancies. 

Agency Spend Agency spend increased in December due to additional staffing pressures across the Trust.  High cost agencies are being utilised in ICU when bank is 

unable to fulfil requirements, heightened by staff absences. Agency costs have escalated due to heightened demand across the country.  Temporary staffing continue 

to work with Matrons and Directors of Nursing to ensure bookings are released in a timely manner as well as ensuring the most cost effective methods are used 

when filling the additional requirements. There has been a very positive uptake in bank shifts following the enhanced rates and additional incentives in place.

Rolling 12-month Turnover – The trust has invested in two new members of staff in the Learning and Development team who will be working to identify behaviours

around retention of staff.   One project will be focusing on exit interviews and how this information is recorded, analysed and measured. As part of NHSE/I initiative 

to support international recruitment, the Trust will be recruiting for a Pastoral Support Coordinator to support all international staff upon arrival to the UK and their 

continuing journey within the Trust.

Workforce, Staffing & Development – Forward Look & Trends
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Health and Safety

Health and Safety Indicators
Target 

variance 

Incidents Oct Nov Dec DoT 

Target 

Type Month +/-

RIDDOR reportable Incidents 1 1 2 ▲  - -

Total non clinical incidents reported 103 98 118 ▲  - -

Abuse/V&A (Patient to staff) 43 49 64 ▲  - -

Body fluid exposure/needle stick injury 11 13 7 ▼  - -

Building works 21 15 15 ◄►  - -

Slips and Trips 7 5 3 ▼  - -

Musculoskeletal - Inanimate object 7 1 7 ▲  - -

Staff receiving H&S realted training Oct Nov Dec DoT Month +/-

Manual Handling non patient every 3 years 90.8% 90.9% 90.2% ▼ > 90.0% 0.2%

Conflict Resolution 83.5% 85.1% 84.2% ▼ > 90.0% -5.8%

Fire (Annual) 83.0% 85.7% 86.7% ▲ > 90.0% -3.3%

Nursing and AHP Manual handling training every 3 years 90.7% 89.2% 88.9% ▼ > 90.0% -1.1%

Doctors manual handling training every 3 years 60.2% 60.0% 60.3% ▲ > 90.0% -29.7%

Health and Safety Training 91.4% 92.3% 92.6% ▲  - -

Health and Safety inspections/advisory visits  11 7 6 ▼  - -

Civil and Enforecment Oct Nov Dec DoT Month +/-

Personal Injury claims 1 2 0 ▼  - -

Interaction with Regulators 2 2 1 ▼  - -

 Actual Target 
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Health and Safety

The Overall RAG rating (Red, Amber, Green) is a subjective risk rating determined by the Head of Estates.  By using a variety of records and information, it is an agreed 

but subjective view of the key item as an overall  risk view.  The Datix risk assessment accounts for entries which highlight a particular risk in that key item category 

and using the Datix matrix for scoring. 
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8. Finance – Achieving Financial Sustainability

CQC - Excellence / Integrity

CARE - Resourceful
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Finance – Forward Look / Trends
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All National Indicators - Trend

National Indicators
Target 

variance 

Incidents Oct Nov Dec DoT 
Target 

Type
Month +/-

Meeting the C.Diff objective 7 1 6 ▲ N TBC -

C.Diff due to lapses in care 0 0 0 ◄► N TBC -

C.Diff (Cummulative) 22 23 29 ▲ N TBC -

MRSA 0 0 2 ▲ N 1 1

Ecoli (trust acquired) infections 3 4 6 ▲ N - -

Pressure Ulcer Incidence per 1 000 bed days 0.11 0.20 0.06 ▼ N 1.00 -0.94

Category 2 avoidable pressure ulcers 2 2 1 ▼ N 5.00 -4.00

Category 3 or 4 avoidable pressure ulcers (SI) 0 1 2 ▲ N 0.00 2.00

Patient Falls per 1 000 bed days 4.64 5.59 5.52 ▼ N 5.00 0.52

Patient Safety Incidents/100 Admissions 11.8% 12.9% 13.4% ▲ N 7.0% 6.4%

Never Events 1 0 0 ◄► N 0 0

% of relevant staff who have had Safeguarding Children Level 1 Training 90.4% 92.2% 92.9% ▲ N 95.0% -2.1%

Friends and Family Test (FFT) Response Inpatients - - 23.7% ▲ N 30.0% -6.3%

FFT Recommendation Rates Inpatients - - 99.8% ▲ N 98.0% 1.8%

FFT Recommendation Rates Maternity - - 98.1% ▲ N 95.0% 3.1%

Single sex accommodation - breaches (Excluding Emergency Department Observation 

Bays)
- - - - N 0 88

18 Weeks: incomplete pathways (%) 55.4% 52.9% 0.0% ▼ N 92.0% -92.0%

18 Weeks: incomplete pathways (number) 45927 0 0 ▲ N - -

Diagnostics Waiting < 6 weeks (DM01) (%) 87.4% 0.0% 0.0% - N 99.0% -11.6%

Percent of Ambulatory Care of Non elective Admissions 22.5% 19.8% 17.7% ▼ N - -

Number of Delayed Transfers of Care (No. of patients) - - - - N - -

Number of Delayed Transfers of Care (Lost bed days) - - - - N - -

Delayed Transfers of Care (%) - - - - N 0 -

Average non-elective length of stay - excluding 0 day LOS (Length of Stay) 6.1 5.9 5.7 ▼ N - -

Percent of Ambulatory Care of Non elective Admissions 22.5% 19.8% 17.7% ▼ N - -

Cancelled Ops not re-scheduled < 28 days (%) 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% ◄► N 5.0% -

Urgent Operations Cancelled 2nd time 0 0 0 ◄► N 0 -

A&E 4hr Limit (RBH combined) 88.0% 88.0% 80.0% ▼ N 95.0% -15.1%

Ambulance Handover : 30 Minutes 162 111 ▲ N 0 89

Ambulance Handover : 60 Minutes 25 16 ▼ N 0 5

Cancer 2 week wait: cancer suspected 94.9% 88.4% 93.1% ▲ N 93.0% 0.1%

Cancer 2 week wait: breast patients 96.0% 94.4% 100.0% ▲ N 93.0% 7.0%

Cancer 31 day wait: to first treatment 97.3% 95.9% 97.2% ▲ N 96.0% 1.2%

Cancer 31 day wait: drug  treatments 100.0% 100.0% 97.4% ▼ N 98.0% -0.6%

Cancer 31 day wait: surgery 94.1% 96.2% 87.5% ▼ N 94.0% -6.5%

Cancer 31 day wait: radiotherapy 96.3% 94.5% 87.1% ▼ N 94.0% -6.9%

62 day consultant upgrade: all cancers 100.0% 100.0% 60.0% ▼ N - -

62 Day GP Ref 85.0% 76.6% 78.7% ▲ N 85.0% -6.3%

62 Day screen Ref 94.1% 70.6% 92.9% ▲ N 80.0% 12.9%

Incomplete 104 day waits 14 14 18 ▲ N 0 18

 Actual Target 
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All National Indicators - Trend

National Indicators
Target 

variance 

Oct Nov Dec DoT 
Target 

Type
Month +/-

Fractured Neck of Femur: Surg in 36 hours 92.6% 57.1% 74.2% ▲ N 85.0% -10.8%

VTE Risk Assessment - - - - N 95.0% -

VTE Incidence (Hospital & Community Acquired) 59 69 62 ▼ N - -

Datix: Number of VTE Incidence (Hospital  Acquired) 1 1 0 ▼ N - -

Datix: % VTE Incidence (Hospital  Acquired) 1.7% 1.4% 0.0% ▼ N - -

Seen by Stroke Consultant within 14 hours 79.0% 73.0% 89.0% ▲ N 95.0% -6.0%

Proportion of patients admitted directly to an acute stroke unit within 4 hours of 

hospital arrival
88.0% 82.0% 78.0% ▼ N 90.0% -12.0%

Proportion of patients spending 90% of their inpatient stay on a specialist stroke unit 

(national target)
81.0% 89.0% 93.0% ▲ N 80.0% 13.0%

Proportion of stroke patients scanned within 12 hours of hospital arrival 96.0% 100.0% 100.0% ◄► N 0.0% 100.0%

Proportion of people with high risk TIA fully investigated and treated within 24hrs 

(IPM national target)
87.0% 96.0% 95.0% ▼ N 90.0% 5.0%

Average Length of Stay (LOS) from admission to discharge (days) 15 11 10 ▼ N 14.00 -4.00

Door to needle time <60mins 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ◄► N 95.0% 5.0%

Proportion of S&LT communication assessments <72 hrs 100.0% 96.0% 100.0% ▲ N 95.0% 5.0%

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Call to Balloon target less of 

than 150 minutes
100.0% 100.0% 0.0% ◄► N 82.0% 18.0%

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Call-to-Balloon target of less 

than 120 minutes
89.0% 100.0% 0.0% ▲ N 86.0% 14.0%

Myocardial Ischaemia National Audit Project (MINAP): Door-to-Balloon target of less 

than 90 minutes
100.0% 100.0% 0.0% ◄► N 97.0% 3.0%

Women giving birth: 1:1 delivery of care 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% ◄► N 98.0% 2.0%

Caesarean Sections - Elective 13.5% 15.4% 0.0% ▼ N 12.0% 3.4%

Homebirths - No of deliveries (proportion of total) 3.0% 3.0% 3.0% ▼ N 4.0% -1.0%

MLU No of deliveries (proportion of total) 8.0% 12.0% 14.0% ▼ N 20.0% -6.0%

No of times women diverted 0 0 0 ◄► N 0 0

Percentage of Unexpected NICU admissions over 37 weeks 5.0% 4.8% 6.3% ▲ N 5.0% 1.3%

Number of births 438 338 335 ▼ N - -

Singleton pregnancy births 16+0-23+6 weeks 0.0% - - ◄► N - -

Singleton pregnancy from 24 weeks to 36+6 3.5% - - ▲ N 8.0% -

Percentage babies born < 3rd centile > 37+6 weeks gestation 0.0% - - ◄► N - -

Percentage of babies born >39+6 and <10th centile 1.1% - - ▲ N - -

Appraisal rate 83.7% 83.9% 83.4% ▼ N 95.0% -11.6%

Completed Mandatory Training 86.3% 87.5% 88.3% ▲ N 90.0% -1.7%

Rolling 12 month Sickness absence 3.9% 3.8% 3.8% ▼ N 3.3% 0.5%

Vacancy rate 5.8% 4.4% 4.9% ▲ N 6.0% -1.1%

Agency spend % of total staff cost 3.0% 3.7% 4.2% ▲ N 3.0% 1.2%

Rolling 12 month Workforce Turnover 13.6% 13.1% 12.8% ▼ N 13.0% -0.2%

% Fill rate of Registered Nurse Shifts (RN) 94.5% 96.6% 95.3% ▼ N 90.0% 5.3%

% Fill rate of Care Support Worker Shifts (CSW) 97.0% 100.2% 101.1% ▲ N 90.0% 11.1%

 Actual Target 
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1 Summary

1.1 The Trust has reported results for M09, December 2020, in line with the forecast submitted to 
NHS England and NHS Improvement in October 2020

(a) Performance against budget is £(4.16)m adverse

(i) Income £13.20m ahead of plan. This is largely driven by:

(a) Top up income received and accrued to return the Trust to breakeven in M01-
M06

(ii) Pay £(13.26)m over budget driven by:

(a) Nursing £(7.62)m and Medical £(4.51)m

(b) This overspend largely relates to COVID-19 response and is partially covered by 
the top up income M01-M06

(iii) Non Pay £(4.87)m over budget driven by:

(a) Assumed QIPP in budget £(7.58)m

(b) Offset by Drugs £2.23m and Clinical Supplies £3.61m underspends due to 
activity levels

2 Conclusion and Next Steps

2.1 The Committee is asked to NOTE the report

3 Attachments

3.1 The following are attached to this report:

(a) Appendix 1 – Acting Director of Finance Report
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8. Finance – Achieving Financial Sustainability

CQC - Excellence / Integrity

CARE - Resourceful

Finance summary dashboard – Month 09, December, 2020/21

Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle

Green circle means actual is within +/-1% of plan, amber triangle is 

from 1-5%, and red diamond is more than 5% ahead of or adverse to 

plan

Note: Cash is £33.06m ahead of plan, largely due to the revised cash regime in operation for 

M01-M09. The Trust received during December £37.04m block income in advance for January 

Note: c£2.59m of the actual and committed capital YTD is due to 

COVID-19 related capital awaiting re-imbursement 36



Key Messages from the Acting Director of Finance
Month 09 2020/21

Income and Expenditure

• Performance against control total

– The Trust Use of Resources Rating is 3, the highest (best) rating available being 1, the worst being 4

– Month 9 in month and YTD financial performance is in line with the forecast as approved by the Board in October and submitted to NHSE/I

– Overall financial performance YTD reflects the hospital responding to COVID-19 and the Trust response to the NHSE/I Phase 3 Recovery Plan. 

• Patient care Income 

– Patient income includes the main block payment of £37.04m alongside those items not included in the block such as Private Patient Income and Overseas Income

• Other Income

– Other income is £11.27m ahead of plan which includes the top up elements of COVID-19 funding for M01 – M06 totalling £15.52m.  Under the new funding regime there is no 

retrospective COVID-19 funding.  

– Other income is behind against plan largely due to reduced parking income, rental unit income and reduced level of clinical s ervices

– The updated NHS 2020/21 funding regime took effect from M07. NHSI have requested Trusts to confirm that the impact of the Elective Incentive Scheme, that is part of the new 

regime, has not been included within the M09 results. In addition all Trusts are asked to confirm to the Board that no adjustment has been made. We confirm that none has been 

included  

• Pay

– The M09, December, pay position is £(13.26)m overspent against budget YTD, an increase of £(0.30)m in month. The spend repres ents the Trust increasing activity in line with the 

recovery plan. Whilst overall activity is lower than plan, the additional costs of responding to the pandemic and subsequent recovery has generated an overspend against plan.  

• Non Pay

– Non pay is overspent against plan by £(4.87)m at M09 YTD, December, a  deterioration of  £(1.82)m in month. This is largely due to unachieved budgeted QIPP. Furth ermore, 

variable cost spend has started to increase in line with the return to elective activity in line with forecast, whilst the Tr ust manages the activity demands of the second wave of the 

pandemic

Balance Sheet 

• Cash position

– The cash and cash equivalents held by the Trust  is £33.06m above the planned level. This is driven by the receipt in December of the January block value £37.04m 

– As at the end of December the Trust has incurred £5.60m of expenditure relating to COVID-19; £2.59m capital (M01 –M02) awaiting reimbursement. There have been both 

regional and national reviews of COVID-19 claims for which cash re-imbursement is awaited (excluding the IM&T element £1.40m).  This continues to be pursued with the regional 

team, and the Acting CEO has written directly to the Regional Director of Finance. Under the revised financial regime, recove ry of Covid costs is built into prospective payments

• Debtors

– Overall debtors have increased month on month largely due to non payment of Bracknell Forest Council invoices

• Creditors

– Creditors in M09 have remained in line with the M08 position

• Capital plan

– At Month 09 the Trust has spent £35.82m of its capital programme (including £0.48m of donated capital). In addition commitments have been made for a further £21.92m
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Trust Cash position M09 2020/21

Key messages

• Closing cash position is £48.27m, a decrease of £4.84m from the 

opening position

• The cash and cash equivalents held by the Trust is £33.06m above the 

expected balance reported within the budget. This is largely due to 

receipt of January’s block payment in advance, £37.04m and partially 

offset by increased expenditure related to COVID-19 for which re-

imbursement is awaited; £2.59m (capital M01 –M02). 

• The Trust cash position at the present time is good. However the 

liquidity is at risk rating of 4, see page 22, which is largely driven by the 

increase in current liabilities due to one month’s income in advance. 
• The maximum cash level in month was £87.24m, and the minimum was 

£47.11m
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Patient Income Summary – Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond Amber – triangle    Green - circle

M09 Actual (£m) M09 Plan (£m)

M09 Var vs Plan 

(£m)

M09 Var vs Plan 

(%)

Daycase £2.44m £2.60m -£0.16m -6.24%

Elective £1.82m £1.88m -£0.06m -3.41%

Outpatients £5.58m £6.04m -£0.46m -7.55%

Non-elective £9.12m £9.92m -£0.81m -8.14%

A&E £1.85m £2.35m -£0.50m -21.43%

Drugs & Devices £4.05m £3.92m £0.13m 3.37%

Other patient income £12.40m £7.66m £4.74m 61.88%

Total Patient Income £37.26m £34.38m £2.88m 8.37%

Month 9 in Isolation

Key messages

• YTD M09 Total Patient Income is £1.93m ahead of budget.

• The most significant absolute variances within this are under performances of  

£(19.59)m against Outpatient, £(17.40)m against Daycase & Elective combined 

and £(9.05)m against Non Elective, a combined adverse variance of £(46.04)m

offset by an over performance against Other Patient Income of £54.92m (see 

below for details).

• The COVID-19 situation has materially impacted upon all elective activity 

(Daycase/Elective/Outpatients) within YTD M09, with a collective shortfall vs 

budget of £(36.99)m.  This is offset by the COVID-19 Block funding arrangement 

in place with commissioners. This funding mechanism will be in place until at 

least the end of March 2021.

• Within Outpatients it should be noted that Non Face To Face (NFTF) activity in 

YTD M09 totalled over 90,000, representing a 301% increase on the same period 

last year, driven initially by the necessity to move activity off the Hot Covid site 

and subsequently by a continuation of seeing patients in this way.

• As noted above, there is over performance of £54.92m against Other Patient 

Income.  This is largely explained by the inclusion of a £64.62m adjustment to 

align Total patient income value up from the value of actual activity seen in YTD 

M09 to the aforementioned COVID-19 Block value.

• Note: In the graphs below, the November spike is due to reclassification of the 

M7 Covid Block Top Up funding of £1.20m from Other Income to Other Patient 

Income, to comply with NHSI M7-12 reporting requirements.
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Patient Activity Summary YTD – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• By POD (Point Of Delivery), and on a YTD basis, the activity 

variances against Plan greater than +/-20% are as follows:

• Elective is (47)%, (2,328) Spells, behind Plan

• Daycase is (33)%, (10,574) Spells, behind Plan

• A&E is (24)%, (27,284) Attendances, behind Plan

• Outpatients are (20)%, (83,291) Attendances, behind 

Plan
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6

Patient Activity Summary In Month – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• Bubble charts showing the Patient Activity Summary by Care Group, as at M09 in isolation

• The aim is for these charts to demonstrate activity performance post-Covid wave 1
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Other Income Summary – Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond  Amber – triangle  Green - circle

Key messages

• YTD M09 Other Income is £11.27m ahead of plan.

• This is due to inclusion of £15.58m ‘Retrospective Top Up’ 
(the ‘COVID-19 Claim’ line in the table opposite) in respect 
of M1-6, which is additional income to bring the Trust to a 

breakeven position.   

• Income in respect of Education and Training is £1.17m 

ahead of plan due to additional income from HEE (Health 

Education England) of £0.63m, mainly in respect of Post 

Grad Medical Tariff which has now been uplifted based on

current placements, combined with an uplift to the tariff 

itself in line with DHSC guidance. Plus £0.52m notional 

income from the Apprenticeship Levy.

• MRET (Marginal Rate Emergency Tariff) is not applicable 

during the COVID-19 Block funding period.  The Grants 

actual value of £4.16m does, however, include £3.30m of 

COVID-19 Top Up funding from NHSE re M1-6, as part of 

the COVID-19 Block funding regime.

• The £(1.68)m adverse variance re Non patient care to 

other bodies is due to reduced levels of clinical services 

and clinical staff provided income, as a result of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

• Other operating income is £(1.25)m behind plan, largely 

due to free car parking in place for both staff and visitors, 

in prior months, in response to the COVID-19 situation.  As 

a result there is an adverse Car Parking income variance of 

£(1.01)m against plan. Public spaces have been charged 

since July.

• Note: In the graph opposite, the reduction in Oct is due to 

the cessation of Retrospective Top Up funding post M6, 

whilst the further reduction in Nov is due to the 

reclassification of both M7 & M8 Covid Block Top Up 

funding from Other Income to Patient Income.
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Pay Summary – Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle

Key messages

• Pay is £(0.30)m overspent against budget in M09, £(13.26)m YTD

• Medical pay is £(0.38)m overspent in M09, of which Agency 

Medical overspend accounts for £(0.12)m. This contributes to 

£(4.51)m overspend YTD, largely caused by Covid-19 demands

• Nursing is £(1.04)m overspent in M09, leading to a YTD position of 

£(7.62)m YTD. This is largely due to YTD Covid-19 pressures as well 

as the trust maintaining planned activity levels during the second 

wave of the pandemic. 
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Nursing Pay – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• The expenditure on Nursing Pay is above plan in month by £(1.04)m, 

£(7.62)m YTD

• In M09 agency staffing accounted for £(0.43)m of the in month 

overspend, and bank staffing £(1.05)m. Whilst this is partly  covering 

qualified nursing underspend due to vacancies £0.47m, it also reflects 

the additional staffing pressures experienced due to the Trust 

maintaining planned activity levels, alongside the second wave of the 

pandemic

• By area, the M09 overspend is located as follows: UCG £(0.51)m and  

PCG £(0.22)m and NCG £(0.16)m

Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle
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AHP, Scientists and Pharmacists Pay – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• The expenditure on AHPs, Scientists and Pharmacists is £(0.20)m 

adverse to plan in M09, £(1.23)m  overspent YTD

• The majority of the YTD position was caused in M01-M06 due to 

Covid demands on the service

• Areas of overspend in M09 include UCG £(0.07)m and NCG £(0.12)m, 

largely impacted by temporary staffing

Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle
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Medical Pay – Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond

Amber –
triangle

Green - circle

Key messages

• The expenditure on Medical Pay is above plan by £(0.38)m in M09, 

£(4.51) YTD.  This is largely due to temporary staffing spend

• Agency Medical spend contributed to the overspend by £(0.12)m with 

significant spend areas including Elderly Care £(0.07)m, Gastro £(0.03)m, 

Oncology £(0.03)m
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Administration Pay – Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle

Key messages

• Expenditure on Administration was adverse to plan at M09 £(0.03)m, 

and £0.70m underspent YTD

• The total Care Group position is favourable to budget (net of COVID-19 

costs) 

• In M09, Agency Administration spend continues in IM&T £(0.07)m and 

Finance £(0.01)m, with Bank Administration overspend occurring within 

Corporate Areas and Care Groups, £(0.03)m and £(0.04)m respectively
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Pay Summary - Agency – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• Agency spend exceeded the NHSI agency 

cap YTD at M09

• In month the Trust exceeded the NHSI 

Agency Cap by £(0.15)m

• Spend has continued to increase 

significantly in Nursing compared to the 

same time last year, and is due to the 

response to the pandemic
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Non Pay Summary – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• Non Pay is overspent against budget in M09 by  £(1.82)m, 

£(4.87)m YTD

• This shift in position was expected with the hospital facing 

pressures from an increasing number of Covid positive 

patients

• Drug costs were adverse to plan in M09 £(0.51)m, but 

maintain an underspent YTD position £2.23m  

• Clinical Supplies spend was overspent in M09 £(0.38)m, and  

£3.61m YTD

• High level planned savings (QIPP) are being reported to 

NHSE/I in M09. Many of these are budgeted in 

Miscellaneous thus causing a YTD adverse position of 

£(7.58)m. This is being offset in other categories due to 

lower activity than plan

Red – diamond   Amber – triangle    Green - circle
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Additional Sessions – Trust level M09 2020/21
Key messages:    The Patchwork system is the new online app for consultants and other medical staff shifts

• The increase in shifts booked in M09 and the £(0.04)m increase on the M08 position, reflects the Trust’s response to 2nd wave of the 

pandemic, alongside maintaining planned elective activity levels

• Urgent Care continues to be highest user of Patchwork shifts in M09, with AMU and A&E’s being £(0.10)m and £(0.08)m respectively

Month 9, December 2020
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COVID-19 Cost Profile: Revenue – Trust level M09 2020/21

Key messages

• There is no NHSI Retrospective Top-Up for M09. Covid-19 costs were forecast as a part of the Q2F which are to be met within existing 

trust funding

Type

March 

(M12 

2019/20) 

£m

April 

(M01 

2020/21) 

£m

May 

(M02 

2020/21) 

£m

June 

(M03 

2020/21) 

£m

July 

(M04 

2020/21) 

£m

Aug 

(M05 

2020/21) 

£m

Sep 

(M06 

2020/21) 

£m

Oct

 (M07 

2020/21) 

£m

Nov 

(M08 

2020/21) 

£m

Contract Activity Income 0.20 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.41 0.72 0.72

Private Patient Income 0.05 0.11 0.15 0.02 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.01

Car Parking Income 0.05 0.15 0.15 0.08 0.12 0.11 0.09 0.10 0.10

Other Operating Income 0.00 0.05 0.09 0.00 0.15 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.12

Medical Staff 0.11 0.42 0.36 0.46 0.37 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.20

Nursing 0.28 1.34 1.42 0.78 0.40 0.26 0.17 0.23 0.34

PAMs 0.01 0.09 0.13 0.17 0.11 0.10 0.15 0.04 0.04

Pharmacists 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Scientist and PTBs 0.00 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.03

Ancillary & Maintenance 0.03 0.07 0.15 0.19 0.04 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.07

Admin & Management 0.05 0.45 0.15 0.05 0.17 0.11 0.17 0.07 0.02

Drugs 0.17 0.08 0.04 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.01 0.04 0.05

Clinical Service & Supplies 0.24 0.81 0.35 0.25 0.30 0.22 0.07 0.08 0.03

General Supplies & Services 0.03 0.00 0.11 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01

Establishment Expenses 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.09 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02

Prem, Trans & Fixed Plant 0.09 0.29 0.06 0.38 0.06 0.05 0.19 0.01 0.00

Miscellaneous Services 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.12 0.11 0.07 0.08 0.02 0.01

1.39 4.30 3.69 3.18 2.45 1.73 1.67 1.58 1.77

Income

Pay

Non Pay

Total COVID-19 Revenue Costs 
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COVID-19 Cost Profile: Capital – Trust level M09 2020/21
Key messages

• A capital return has been submitted for capital costs incurred in line with the table below

• In addition, capital requests have been made to NHSE/I in relation to Oxygen Generation Plant (£0.4m) and Chillers (£0.8m) that were 

installed urgently in response to Covid.  The funding for the Oxygen Generation Plant has now been agreed. The Trust awaits 

confirmation of the funding for the Chillers

• In the absence of funding approval for Covid Capital items submitted post May 2020, the Trust Medical Equipment Group have 

reviewed the 2020/21 Medical Equipment budget and identified slippage to accommodate the Medical Equipment items. Other items 

have been taken forward at Trust risk

Type

March 

(M12 

2019/20) 

£m

April 

(M01 

2020/21) 

£m

May 

(M02 

2020/21) 

£m

Estates 0.06 0.03 0.02

IM&T 1.31 0.67 0.77

Medical Equipment 0.04 0.59 0.41

Other 0.00 0.10 0.00

1.40 1.39 1.20

Capital

Total COVID-19 Capital Costs 

Covid Capital Retrospective Claims

Covid Scheme £m Operational?

Ophthalmology - Medical Retina Screening Cameras 0.36 No

Radiology - Home Reporting capability 0.09 No

Additional remote working IT capability 0.23 No

Covid public health guidance enabling estates 0.13 No

Operational and Executive remote management enablement 0.05 No

Oxygen Generation Plant 0.40 Yes

Chillers 0.80 Yes

Total 2.06

Covid Capital Scheme - Approval Requests submitted to NHSE/I
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Appendices
Acting Director of Finance Report

December 2020

Appendix (i) Statement of Comprehensive Income

Appendix (ii) Statement of Financial Position 

Appendix (iii) Care Group and Corporate Financials

Appendix (iv) Use of Resources Risk Rating 
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Appendix i: I&E Detail – Trust level M09 2020/21
Red – diamond

Amber – triangle

Green - circle
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Appendix ii: Balance Sheet, Cash & Capital –
Trust level M09 2020/21

Red – diamond Amber – triangle  Green - circle

Key messages

Balance Sheet movements/variances

• Non-current assets: £(41.82)m adverse to plan 

due to :

• Revaluation of Trust estate £(12.0)m in 

2019/20 after this plan was submitted

• Non adoption of IFRS16 (leases) which 

would have seen leased assets 

capitalised as of 1st April. This had been 

assumed in the plan £(34.0)m

• Current Assets (excl cash): above plan by 

£5.48m due to inventories £0.43m, 

prepayments £6.15m, receivables £(3.08)m 

and accrued income £1.98m  

• Cash: variance caused by January's income in 

advance, £37.04m 

• Current Liabilities are £(38.39)m higher than 

plan due to the following principal areas:

• Receipts of block income in advance 

£37.04m – 2020/21 block contract 

regime

• Current Accruals £(9.98)m over plan, in 

part due to costs incurred by the Trust 

returning to normal activity levels post 

Covid

• Non adoption of IFRS16 £15.23m

• Non Current liabilities are £24.92m favourable 

to plan due to the non adoption of IFRS16
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Appendix iii: Care Group and Corporate Financials M09 2020/21

Red – diamond    Amber – triangle   Green - circle
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Appendix iv: Use of Resources Rating M09 2020/21

Use of Resources (Actual) Dec-20

Capital Service, total £m (-ve) (8,775) 

Revenue Available for Capital Service £m (+/-ve) 19,663 

Capital Service Cover metric 0.0x 2.24 

Capital Service Cover rating Rating 2

Working capital balance (for use in FSRR rating calculation) from SoFP £m (+/-ve) (36,707) 

Operating Expenses within EBITDA, Total from SoCI £m (-ve) (336,839) 

Liquidity metric Days 244 (26.59) 

Liquidity rating Rating 4

Adjusted financial performance surplus/(deficit) £m (+/-ve) (2,600) 

Total Income from SoCI £m (+ve) 356,497 

I&E Margin - Actual YTD 30 June 2019 % -0.73%

I&E Margin rating Rating 3

I&E Margin - Actual YTD 30 June 2019 % -0.73%

I&E Margin - NHSI Annual Plan YTD 31 March 2019 % 0.00%

I&E Variance from NHSI Plan % -0.73%

I&E Variance From NHSI Plan rating Rating 2

Agency metric % -24.31%

Agency rating Rating 1

Use Of Resources Rating after overrides Rating 3

    (Weighting ratio is 20%)
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Navigation Key
Legend for tables Definition

Green rating: Unless otherwise specified, green means within 1% of plan/target (either 

greater or less than) in Care Groups and on or better than plan in corporates

- In the case of cash and creditor days, there is no boundary on variances in excess of plan 

(e.g. if creditor days target is 30 and actual creditor days are 31, this is will be green rated 

and if creditor days are 56, this will also be green rated)

- In the case of debtor days, there is no boundary on variances less than plan (e.g. if debtor 

days target is 30 and actual debtor days are 29, this is will be green rated and if debtor 

days are 5, this will also be green rated)

- In the case of Capital, green means any result positive to plan

Amber rating: Unless otherwise specified, amber means between 1% and 5% of plan/target 

(either greater or less than)

Red rating: Unless otherwise specified, red means 5% more than plan/target or 5% less than 

plan/target

Better than last month 

Worse than last month

No change from last month

Table metrics

1. All figures are in £’M to 2 decimal places unless otherwise specified

2. References to Plan refer to the Control Total as filed in May 2019 with NHS Improvement

3. Forecast is a rolling 2+10, 3+9 forecast and is updated each month to reflect the latest position
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Title: Ockenden Report

Agenda item no: 6

Meeting: Board of Directors

Date: 27 January 2021

Presented by: Caroline Ainslie, Chief Nursing Officer

Prepared by: Gill Valentine, Director of Midwifery

Purpose of the Report To update the Board on the status of the Trust response to the 
Ockenden report.

Report History n/a

What action is 
required?

The Committee is asked to note the contents of the report and consider 
the effectiveness of Board assurance mechanisms and visibility of quality 
and safety of Maternity services.

Assurance  Information Discussion/input  Decision/approval

Resource Impact: n/a

Relationship to Risk in 
BAF:

6. Failure to provide the highest quality of care.

Strategic objectives  This report impacts on (tick all that apply)::
Provide the highest quality care   
Invest in our staff and live out our values

Drive the development of integrated services

Cultivate innovation and transformation

Achieve long-term financial sustainability

Well Led Framework applicability: Not applicable                        


1. Leadership               2. Vision & Strategy      3. Culture                      4. Governance             

5. Risks, Issues &              
Performance

6. Information               
Management

7. Engagement              8. Learning &                 
Innovation

Publication
Published on website Confidentiality (FoI): Private Public
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1. Introduction

1.1. Following the publication of Donna Ockenden’s first report: Emerging Findings and 
Recommendations from the Independent Review of Maternity Services at the 
Shrewsbury and Telford Hospitals NHS Trust on 11 December 2020, a letter was 
sent to Trust Chief Executives from the NHSI/E Chief Operating Officer setting out 
the immediate response required of all Trusts providing maternity services, and next 
steps to be taken nationally. 

1.2. The report lists 7 Immediate and Essential Actions (IEA) to redouble efforts to bring 
forward lasting improvements in our maternity services.

1.3. Trusts were requested to proceed to implement the full set of the Ockenden IEAs, 
with an additional request to confirm that they had implemented 12 urgent clinical 
priorities from the IEAs by 5pm on 21 December 2020.  

1.4. A letter of confirmation including evidence that all clinical priorities have been 
implemented with the exception of the Perinatal Clinical Quality Surveillance Model, 
which had not been published at the time, was submitted by the Acting CEO ahead 
of the deadline.  This submission was signed off by the Chair of the Local Maternity 
System.

1.5. The priorities are: 
 

1) Enhanced Safety 

a) A plan to implement the Perinatal Clinical Quality Surveillance Model, further 
guidance will be published shortly 

b) All maternity SIs are shared with Trust boards at least monthly and the LMS, in 
addition to reporting as required to HSIB 

2) Listening to Women and their Families 

a) Evidence that you have a robust mechanism for gathering service user feedback, 
and that you work with service users through your Maternity Voices Partnership 
(MVP) to coproduce local maternity services 

b) In addition to the identification of an Executive Director with specific responsibility 
for maternity services, confirmation of a named non-executive director who will 
support the Board maternity safety champion bringing a degree of independent 
challenge to the oversight of maternity and neonatal services and ensuring that the 
voices of service users and staff are heard. Further guidance will be shared shortly. 

      3) Staff Training and working together 

a) Implement consultant led labour ward rounds twice daily (over 24 hours) and 7 
days per week. 

b) The report is clear that joint multi-disciplinary training is vital, and therefore we will 
be publishing further guidance shortly which must be implemented, In the meantime 
we are seeking assurance that a MDT training schedule is in place. 
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c) Confirmation that funding allocated for maternity staff training is ringfenced and 
any CNST Maternity Incentive Scheme (MIS) refund is used exclusively for improving 
maternity safety 

4) Managing complex pregnancy 

a) All women with complex pregnancy must have a named consultant lead, and 
mechanisms to regularly audit compliance must be in place 

b) Understand what further steps are required by your organisation to support the 
development of maternal medicine specialist centres 

5) Risk Assessment throughout pregnancy 

a) A risk assessment must be completed and recorded at every contact. This must 
also include ongoing review and discussion of intended place of birth. This is a key 
element of the Personalised Care and Support Plan (PSCP). Regular audit 
mechanisms are in place to assess PCSP compliance 

6) Monitoring Fetal Wellbeing 

a) Implement the saving babies lives bundle. Element 4 already states there needs to 
be one lead. We are now asking that a second lead is identified so that every unit 
has a lead midwife and a lead obstetrician in place to lead best practice, learning and 
support. This will include regular training sessions, review of cases and ensuring 
compliance with saving babies lives care bundle 2 and national guidelines. 

7) Informed Consent 

a) Every trust should have the pathways of care clearly described, in written 
information in formats consistent with NHS policy and posted on the trust website. An 
example of good practice is available on the Chelsea and Westminster website. 

1.6. Workforce - the report is clear that safe delivery of maternity services is dependent 
on a Multidisciplinary Team approach. The Maternity Transformation Programme 
has implemented a range of interventions to deliver increases in healthcare 
professionals and support workers including: the development of the maternity 
support worker role, the expansion of midwifery undergraduate numbers, additional 
maternity placements and active recruitment.

1.7. Alongside this, local maternity leaders should align assessments, safety, and 
workforce plans to the needs of local communities. We are therefore asking Trust 
Boards to confirm that they have a plan in place to the Birthrate Plus (BR+) standard 
by 31 January 2021 confirming timescales for implementation. 

1.8. The Maternity skill mix review paper was presented to EMC on 7 December 2020 
and is on the Board Finance and Investment Committee agenda on 21 January 
2021.  Timescales for implementation of the the Birthrate Plus recommendations are 
set out in the paper with further detail included in the assurance assessment 
document.
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2. Next Steps

2.1. Trusts have been asked to complete an assurance assessment tool, which draws 
together elements including: 

1) All 7 IEAs of the Ockenden report, 

2) NICE guidance relating to maternity, 

3) compliance against the CNST safety actions, and 

4) a current workforce gap analysis 

2.1 This has been completed by the Director of Midwifery and Clinical Lead for 
Maternity services and will be presented at the Executive Management 
Committee (EMC) on the 8 February prior to further review by the Board Quality 
Committee on the 17 February.

2.2 The assurance assessment tool will also be reported through the LMS and 
shared with regional teams in order to complete a gap and thematic analysis 
which will be reported to the regional and national Maternity Transformation 
Boards.

2.3 The NHSI/E letter and Ockenden report was shared with the Board following brief 
discussion at the Private Board meeting in December.  

2.4 The Board are asked to consider whether the assurance mechanisms in the 
Trust are effective and, with our local maternity system (LMS), that the Board is 
assured that poor care and avoidable deaths with no visibility or learning could 
happen in the Trust
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Finance & Investment Committee Part I
Thursday 19 November 2020 
9.00 – 9.55
Video Conference Call

Members 
Mrs. Sue Hunt (Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd (Acting Chief Executive)
Mr. Mike Clements                     (Acting Director of Finance)
Mr. Dom Hardy    (Chief Operating Officer)
Mr. Brian Hendon (Non-Executive Director) 
Dr. Janet Lippett     (Chief Medical Officer) 
Mr. John Petitt (Non-Executive Director) 
Mr. Graham Sims (Chair of the Trust)

In Attendance
Mr. Richard Jenkins (Acting Deputy Director of Finance) 
Mrs. Caroline Lynch (Trust Secretary)
Mrs. Tracey Middleton (Directors of Estates & Facilities) 

Apologies

136/20 Minutes for Approval: 22 October 2020 & Matters Arising Schedule

The minutes of the meeting held on 22 October 2020 were approved as a correct record 
and would be signed by the Chair.

The Committee received the matters arising schedule. 

Minute 133/20:  EU Exit Transition:  The Acting Director of Finance advised that national 
guidance had been issued and the Trust was confident in relation to resilience in the supply 
chain.  Local resilience was being reviewed and a further update would be provided to the 
Committee in December 2020.      Action:  M Clements

137/20 October Finance Update Including Covid-19 Returns

The Acting Deputy Director of Finance advised that financial performance in October 2020 
was a £1.6m deficit in line with forecast.  Cash was £42m ahead of plan as a result of the 
current payment regime.  The Trust had received written confirmation that non-IM&T Covid 
capital claims for April and May 2020 would be paid.  Debtor days were in line with plan and 
creditors were over plan due to increased capital expenditure.

The Committee discussed the predicted cash level in March 2021.    This assumed other 
Covid claims for April and May 2020 would be paid.  However, it was not anticipated that 
this would impact on working capital availability.    The Acting Director of Finance advised 
confirmation of when Covid claims would be paid was being raised at the Financial 
Oversight Group (FOG).  The Committee considered the potential risk of liquidity for the 
Trust in March 2021.  It was agreed that the Acting Chief Executive should formally write to 
NHS England/NHS Improvement (NHSE/I) to seek written confirmation on the timeline for 
when Covid claims would be received by the Trust.                               Action:  N Lloyd
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The Committee discussed the approach to QiPPs during 2020.   The Chief Operating 
Officer advised that during the Covid pandemic QiPPs had not been a focus.  In normal 
circumstances the Trust would have closed a ward during the Summer period.  However, 
due to Covid this had not been possible.  However, budgets for 2021/22 were being 
developed as soon as possible and QiPP opportunities for 2021/22 would be considered as 
part of this.  The current focus for teams was recovering activity levels and meeting current 
budgets.  However, there was a maintained focus on productivity.  The Committee was 
assured that the risk was being managed.

The Acting Director of Finance confirmed that the Trust was currently on target with NHSE/I 
performance trajectories and risk was minimal. The Trust was on target to deliver the 
forecast.  It was agreed that this would be highlighted as a key message to the Board.

  Action:  S Hunt 

138/20 Acute Contract Update

The Acting Director of Finance advised that NHSE/I had held a webinar in relation to the 
future payment regime.  [Section exempt under section 43].

139/20 Capital Expenditure Programme 2020/21 Update and 2021/22 Planning

The Acting Deputy Director of Finance introduced the report and highlighted the revised 
capital plan was £56.4m, including £2.1m for CT scanners.  To date, £18m had been 
delivered from the capital programme and £30.8m had been committed.  Following the 
£9.36m funding for the Lighthouse Laboratory the capital programme now totalled £65.84m.   
The Committee agreed that a recommendation should be submitted to the Board to 
approve the revised capital programme for 2020/21. Action:  S Hunt

The Committee discussed the additional capital programme and resource in the estates 
team.  The Director of Estates & Facilities advised that additional senior project 
management resource had been engaged to support the estates team.  The Committee 
considered that good progress had been achieved in relation to the capital programme. 

140/20 Care Quality Commission (CQC) Use of Resources Action Plan Update

The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that the Service Line 
Reporting (SLR) tool would be introduced.  This was currently scheduled for Quarter 1 
2021/22.  However, work was on-going to review whether this could be introduced earlier 
than planned.   The Committee noted that the target dates on the action would be 
refreshed.  Action:  M Clements

141/20 Key Messages for the Board

Key messages for the Board included:-

 The Trust was on target to deliver its forecast 

 Good progress achieved on the Capital Programme for 2020/21

142/20 Date of Next Meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Thursday 17 December 2020 at 9am.
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Quality Committee 
Tuesday 8 December 2020
13.30 – 15.20
Video Conference Call

Members 
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie     (Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
Dr. Bal Bahia (Non-Executive Director) (up to minute 69/20)
Mr. Julian Dixon (Non-Executive Director) (from minute 65/20)
Mr. Dom Hardy (Chief Operating Officer)
Dr. Janet Lippett (Chief Medical Officer) (from minute 65/20)
Mr. John Petitt (Non-Executive Director)

In Attendance
Mrs. Caroline Lynch (Trust Secretary)
Patricia Pease     (Associate Chief Nurse Safeguarding, Mental Health & LD) 

    (for minute 66/20)
Mrs. Hannah Travers     (Deputy Trust Secretary)
Gill Valentine     (Director of Midwifery) (for minute 65/20)

Apologies
Ms. Caroline Ainslie (Chief Nursing Officer) 

64/20 Declarations of Interest

There were no declarations of interest. 

65/20 Maternity Action Plan  

The Director of Midwifery introduced the report and highlighted that the vacancy rate in 
midwifery was 13.5%. There had also been an increase in maternity leave of 17.33 whole 
time equivalents (WTE) compared to the average of 11 WTE.  Staff turnover had reduced 
when compared to January 2020.   The senior maternity team had implemented short term 
actions to support the maternity workforce including reduction of study leave and non 
clinical aspects of staff job roles. An analysis of exit interviews would be undertaken to 
support the maternity workforce plan and improve the workforce culture going forward. A 
maternity recruitment video had also been developed as part of the recruitment process to 
reach a wider range of midwifery candidates.

 
Longer term actions included development of maternity support roles. The Trust had 
received funding for midwifery apprenticeship degrees and was seeking support from the 
Nursing & Midwifery Council (NMC) for clinical placements.  Retaining skilled workers had 
also been considered including retire and return opportunities and flexible working patterns. 
Midwifery student numbers would also be increased from 29 to 43 per annum by 2023.

A detailed review of safety and culture had taken place during 2018 and priorities identified 
had been implemented. These included review of shift patterns and appraisal processes, 
end of day huddles and flexible working.  Staff survey results had also shown 
improvements in comparison to the previous year. The ‘all about you’ initiative’ was 
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launched during November 2020 as well as live Facebook sessions to support staff 
engagement with a clear focus on health and wellbeing.  

The Director of Midwifery confirmed the maternity risk register had been reviewed and 
meetings where the risk register was discussed were now minuted.   The Head of Risk was 
supporting maternity managers to enhance their understanding of risk registers.    The 
Director of Midwifery advised that it was anticipated the review of governance and maternity 
workforce would be completed during February 2021.

The Committee discussed maternity visiting restrictions.  The Chief Medical Officer 
confirmed national guidance had been following during phase one of Covid.  Individual risk 
assessments were completed to enable partners to attend scans at the Trust.  However, 
where appointments were scheduled at other sites, patients were required to adhere to 
those site restrictions.     Maternity Voices in partnership with the Maternity Team provided 
Facebook question and answer sessions to update patients on themes including visiting.

The Committee agreed that the update provided good assurance and recommended that 
an update would be provided in 6 months time. Action: C Ainslie

66/20 Safeguarding, Mental Health & Learning Disability Annual Report 2019/20

The Associate Chief Nurse Safeguarding, Mental Health & LD advised that had been an 
increase of safeguarding concerns reported for Children and Young People (CYP) during 
Covid.  Eight learning reviews were in progress, five of which, related to children under six 
months.   Increases in CYP attending with eating disorders and other safeguarding 
concerns had impacted on ward bed capacity of 10-20%.  There had also been an 
increased attendance of patients that had been neglecting their self-care as well as suicide 
attempts in older age groups.   

A violence reduction navigator had been appointed to work in ED funded by Thames Valley 
Violence Reduction Unit. Two alcohol liaison nurses had also been appointed.

The Committee sought clarity on Safeguarding priorities during Covid.  The Associate Chief 
Nurse Safeguarding, Mental Health & LD confirmed that children and adult safeguarding 
had been prioritised.  Safeguarding policies and the Safeguarding risk register had recently 
been updated as patient care had been a priority during the first phase of Covid. 

The Committee noted the challenge in relation to patients with cognitive impairment 
awaiting assessments over 72 hours on wards.   The Associate Chief Nurse Safeguarding, 
Mental Health & LD confirmed that there had been an increase in patients presenting at the 
Trust where more support was required in relation to Deprivation of Liberties (DOLs) 
assessments.   However, a new medical lead had been appointed and junior doctors were 
also supporting DOLs reviews. 

The Committee considered whether the Corporate Risk Register scoring should be updated 
in relation to the increased complexity of safeguarding and mental health attendances to 
the Trust.  The Chief Medical Officer would discuss the recommendation with the Chair of 
the Committee.    Action: J Lippett

The Committee approved the Safeguarding, Mental Health & Learning Disability Annual 
Report 2019/20.
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67/20 Minutes: 13 October 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule

The minutes of the meeting held on 13 October 2020 were approved as a correct record 
and would be signed by the Chair.

The Committee noted the matters arising schedule.  

68/20 Joint Academic Board 

The Chief Medical Officer highlighted the departments that had received the ‘University of’ 
status and provided an overview of projects that had received funding support to date.  The 
three-year collaborative work was due to conclude during Summer 2021 and consideration 
would be given to future collaborative opportunities.

The Committee sought clarity on whether a research evaluation framework would be 
established to review benefits of the joint working.   The Chief Medical Officer advised a 
benefits realisation review of the programme would take place.  The initial joint working had 
been in relation to pilot projects.  However, it was anticipated that future working would 
focus more on national projects.

69/20 Quality Account

The Committee discussed priorities that had been set over two years. The Chief Operating 
Officer highlighted patient flow had achieved a significant improvement on all three quality 
targets as part of the system working during 2020/21. The Committee recommended that 
objectives achieved post 2019/20 should not be carried forward to 2020-22. 

The Committee sought clarity on progression and focus of the priorities during 2020/21.   
The Chief Operating Officer advised that a sepsis flag had been added to the Electronic 
Patient Record (EPR) and reporting had improved.  Staff wellbeing had also been 
accelerated and safety huddles had increased. The Chief Medical Officer advised that 
‘personal needs of patients’ would be a focus during 2021 following review of the Picker 
survey results.   

The Committee discussed 28-day readmission as this had increased in comparison to 
previous years. The Chief Medical Officer highlighted that a national audit had identified the 
Trust had good processes in place to support early discharge. However, outpatient 
appointments were being included as a re-admission and this had increased the figures.  
The Chief Medical Officer would consider whether an audit on outpatient pathways during 
the Winter period could be provided to a future meeting.     Action: J Lippett

The Committee approved the Quality Account subject to an additional paragraph being 
included in relation to priorities that would be carried over to 2020-22 and 2019/20 priorities 
not achieved an explanation would be included as to how work would continue.   
         Action: C Ainslie

70/20 Quality Assurance and Learning Committee Exception Report 

The Committee noted the Berkshire Surrey Pathology Service (BSPS) update that 
highlighted false positive Covid results received by patients at St Peters Hospital during 
October 2020.  

The Committee sought assurance as to whether further mitigations could have been 
actioned to reduce unavoidable perinatal deaths.   The Chief Medical Officer confirmed 
perinatal deaths were reviewed by the Clinical Outcome & Effectiveness Committee 
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(COEC). All cases were clinically distinct.  However, a theme of mothers not accessing 
available antenatal care had emerged. This included, two cases related to residency status 
were mothers did not want to make themselves known to the authorities.   

The Chief Medical Officer advised that, where deaths were recorded as unavoidable, 
further clarity could be provided in the report on the incident grading recommendation.

    Action: J Lippett

71/20 Board Assurance Framework

The Committee discussed patient experience feedback from the Clinical Admin Teams 
(CATs). The Chief Medical Officer advised that CAT data was reviewed monthly at Care 
Group and speciality meetings.  The Committee recommended that an update on CATs key 
performance indicators (KPIs) was provided on an annual basis.            Action: D Hardy 

The Committee discussed the patient flow action plan.  It was agreed that the Chief 
Operating Officer would provide an update on the patient flow transformation programme to 
the next meeting.                Action: D Hardy

The Trust Secretary would confirm the planned submission date of the Commercial 
Strategy with the Director of Strategy. Action: C Lynch

72/20 Work Plan Review

The Committee noted the work plan and recommended that the clinical harm review item 
was removed. Action: C Lynch

73/20 Key Messages for the Board

It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:

 The Committee noted the false positive Covid results that patients at St Peters 
Hospital had received from BSPS

 The Committee received good assurance on the maternity action plan and would 
receive a further update in six months time

 The Committee approved the Quality Account subject to minor amendments

 The Committee approved the Safeguarding, Mental Health & Learning Disability 
Annual Report 2019/20

74/20 Corporate Risk Register (CRR)

The Chief Operating Officer highlighted that risk scores that had been updated following 
discussion at the Integrated Risk Management Committee (IRMC). These included 
reduction of the Emergency Department (ED) capacity risk score following the expansion of 
ED and the opening of the minor injury unit.  The Covid pandemic risk had also been 
increased as it was anticipated the risk was higher than originally recorded.  

The Committee noted the refreshed CRR would be submitted to the Audit & Risk 
Committee and an update on clinical risks would be provided at the next meeting.    
            Action: C Ainslie

75/20 Date of Next Meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Wednesday 17 February 2021 at 
11.11am
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Agenda Item 7.3

Workforce Committee
Tuesday 1 December 2020
14.00 – 15.20
Video Conference Call

Members 
Mr. Julian Dixon (Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
Ms. Caroline Ainslie (Director of Nursing) 
Mr. Don Fairley (Chief People Officer)
Mr. Dom Hardy (Chief Operating Officer)
Mrs. Sue Hunt (Non-Executive Director)
Mrs. Janet Lippett (Chief Medical Officer) (up to minute 53/20)
Mr. Graham Sims (Chair of the Trust) (up to minute 53/20)
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd (Acting Chief Executive)

In Attendance
Mrs. Suzanne Emerson-Dam (Deputy Director of Workforce)
Mrs. Cindy Kouris (Head of Workforce Information & Systems) (from minute 53/20)
Mrs. Caroline Lynch (Trust Secretary)
Mrs. Ros Penny (Deputy Director of Organisational Development)
Mr. Pete Sandham (Employee Engagement and OD Manager)
Mrs. Hannah Travers (Deputy Trust Secretary)

Apologies

47/20 Declarations of Interest 

The Deputy Director of Organisational Development declared an interest in relation to their role 
with Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire (BOB) Integrated Care System (ICS).

48/20 Minutes: 17 August 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule

The minutes of the meeting held on 17 August 2020 were approved as a correct record and 
would be signed by the Chair.

The Committee noted the matters arising schedule. All actions were completed or included on the 
agenda.

49/20 Chief People Officer Update 
 

The Chief People Officer introduced the report and highlighted that the first Talent Review Board 
had been held during November 2020 with the Chief Executive’s team.  The Executive 
Management Committee had also approved an increase in the real living wage to £9.30. NHS 
England and NHS Improvement (NHSE/I) had provided additional financial support of £189,652 
for international nurse recruitment. Funds would be used to accelerate on-boarding and the 
Objective Structured Clinical Examination (OSCE) training for international nurses as well as 
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support for non-registered nurses to pass the English language assessment and development of 
a business plan to recruitment an additional 54 international nurses. 

The Chair sought clarity on the role of the equality, diversity and inclusion executive sponsors to 
support visibility of the domains. The Chief People Officer advised the leads would advocate the 
domain areas and support review of the work programmes.  The Chief People Officer would work 
with the executive sponsors to support progression in all domain areas.      

The Committee noted that the Education Strategy was in development and sought confirmation 
on when the draft strategy would be available to review.  The Chief People Officer advised the 
Education Strategy would be submitted to the next meeting.          Action: D Fairley

The Committee discussed the real living wage increase and sought clarity on whether the Trust 
would be increasing the rate to £9.50. The Chief People Officer advised that this would be 
reviewed following the Agenda for Change pay increases for 2020/21.        Action: D Fairley

50/20 Medical Workforce Update 

The Chief Medical Officer introduced the report and highlighted the developments and challenges 
within the medical workforce. Work had been undertaken in relation to engagement and 
embedding processes and a detailed review continued around job planning. Work was on-going 
with clinical leads and the wider medical workforce to support improvement in engagement.  
Further work was required in relation to Speciality & Associate Specialist (SAS) doctors and 
Physician Associates (PAs).  

The Chair sought clarity on the direction of the medical workforce going forward.  The Chief 
Medical Officer advised that engagement had been a key area of focus.  However, following a 
detailed review of medical staff engagement the Trust’s medical workforce was well engaged 
when compared nationally.  Focus would continue on supporting cultural improvements.  There 
had also been a detailed review of job plans that had supported improvements in management of 
the medical workforce and there was also an increase in clinical leadership management that had 
not previously been available. 

The Chief Operating Officer highlighted the two successful digital ‘go lives’ in Maternity and 
Theatres and Anaesthics that had been supported by the medical workforce leadership.  Greater 
engagement with the medical workforce on transformation programmes could be supported going 
forward. 

It was agreed that an update on other workforce areas, including non-clinical, should be 
submitted to the Committee to demonstrate work programmes that had been undertaken and 
share learning from innovative projects. An update on Allied Health Professionals or Clinical 
Scientists would be submitted to the next meeting.         Action: C Ainslie  

The Committee agreed that the report provided good assurance in relation to clinical leadership 
and organisation at the Trust.

51/20   Guardian of Safe Working Q2 Report 2020/21

The Chief Medical Officer provided an update on the report and advised there had been an 
increase in exception reporting in respiratory.  It was considered that this related to the Covid 
pandemic.  The Committee noted there had been a reduction in exception reporting in paediatrics 
following the work that had been undertaken.
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52/20 Workforce Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

The Head of Workforce Information & Systems provided an update on KPIs and highlighted the 
reduction in turnover.  However, there had been an increase in retention and a manager’s guide 
had recently been published to help support managers.  

Mandatory and Statutory Training (MAST) compliance showed an improvement and appraisal 
compliance had increased to 88%.  Senior medical staff appraisals had been suspended during 
the Covid pandemic but these had now been resumed.  There had been an increase in pay costs 
and occupational therapy referrals in the last quarter. Sickness absence had also increased in 
comparison to the previous year.  However, the absence rate was lower when compared to other 
trusts. 

53/20 Buckinghamshire, Oxfordshire and Berkshire (BOB )Integrated Care System (ICS) 
            People Plan 

The Chief People Officer provided an update on the People Plan and advised that £1m had been 
allocated to support workstreams. BOB ICS was also reviewing shared commercial opportunities 
including e-rostering that could result in savings of circa £1m.  Local Workforce Action Boards 
were also assessing allocation of Health & Wellbeing funds across the system and a BOB ICS 
equality, diversion and inclusion lead role would shortly be advertised. 

The Committee discussed the People Plan and recommend that measurable outcomes should be 
included.  In addition, the Committee sought clarity on whether ICS branding was required as 
employees would not by employed by the ICS.  

The Committee considered that connections with training institutions and job market prospects in 
the context of Covid should be included in the Plan.  It was agreed that the Chief People Officer 
would raise these queries at the next Local Workforce Action Board. Action: D Fairley

The Deputy Director of Organisational Development advised training institutions were being 
reviewed including quality of training and supply of trainees.  In addition, an event was being 
arranged with external partners to review opportunities and challenges that could support wider 
system working.

The Chair highlighted that a number of outcomes were scheduled to be completed by March 
2021 and whether these were achievable within the timeframe.  The Chief People Officer 
confirmed that there were a number of programmes in place to support the workstreams and it 
was anticipated these were achievable within the proposed timeframes.

54/20 Lighthouse Laboratory Update 

The Deputy Director of Workforce provided an update on the Lighthouse Laboratory.  An 
operational lead had recently been appointed. The Committee noted that it was anticipated 
turnover would be approximately 20% following discussion with leads of other Lighthouse 
laboratories.  Therefore, the recruitment lead would continue to review recruitment options. 

The Committee noted that any risks highlighted by the workstream leads were discussed at the 
BSPS Project Board.  The Acting Chief Executive advised that an update would be provided to 
the Board as required.
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The Committee discussed workforce monitoring. The Deputy Director of Workforce advised that 
figures related to staff that had been offered a role and a number of offers had been accepted.  
The project was moving at pace and recruitment was being monitored daily.  It was considered 
that the staff recruitment for the project was on schedule. Staff had also been seconded from 
Purbright to support the programme and these staff were not included in the workforce baseline 
requirements. Training would also be undertaken be an external company.   

The Chief Nursing Officer highlighted the anticipated risk to BSPS where staff were seconded to 
the Lighthouse Laboratory.  It was agreed this should be reviewed as required at the Quality 
Committee.  Action:  A Statham

55/20 Skill Mix Review 

The Chief Nursing Officer advised that the recommendations set out in the skill mix review would 
be included as part of the budget setting for 2020/21 or business cases would be developed. The 
Committee noted that where recommendations could not be included in budget setting a Quality 
Impact Assessment (QIA) would be completed.

56/20 Board Assurance Framework (BAF): Workforce Section

The Committee reviewed the Board Assurance Framework and recommended that the medical 
workforce review was removed as a gap in assurance. The maternity vacancy rate would be 
included as a gap in assurance and the maternity action plan included in the improvement/action 
column. The Committee recommended that the workforce transformation plan should be included 
in the improvement/action column. Action: C Lynch 

An update on the workforce transformation plan would be submitted to the next meeting.     
           Action: D Fairley

57/20   Health & Wellbeing

The Committee noted the report. 

58/20 Work Plan Review

The Trust Secretary would review the Work Plan with the Chief People Officer.
                  Action: C Lynch
                                            

59/20 Key Messages for the Board

The Committee reviewed the key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:

 The Education Strategy was in development and the draft strategy would be submitted to 
the next meeting.

 The Committee received the Medical Workforce report that demonstrated increasing 
engagement of the consultant body with examples of positive clinical leadership.  The 
focus going forward would be on the role of the medical workforce in leading and 
improving the Trust culture. 

 The Committee had received an update on the progression of the BOB ICS People Plan 
and recommendations to improve the plan 

 The Committee noted the challenges in relation to the recruitment challenge for the 
Lighthouse Laboratory.  However, the recruitment plan appeared robust and issues would 
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be addressed through the governance framework.  The Board would be informed if 
recruitment become a critical issue.

60/20 Date of Next Meeting

It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Wednesday 10 February 2021 at 14.00.

Chair:

Date:
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Charity Committee
Tuesday 15 December 2020
9.30 – 9.50
Video Conference Call

Present
Dr Bal Bahia (Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
Mr. Mike Clements (Acting Director of Finance)
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd (Acting Chief Executive) (from minute 39/10)
Mrs. Caroline Lynch (Trust Secretary)
Ms. Adenike Omogbehin (Staff Representative)
Mrs. Victoria Parker (Director of Communications and Engagement)
Mr. John Stannard (Patient Representative)
Mr. Graham Sims (Chair of the Trust) 
Ms. Jo Warrior (Charity Director)

In attendance 
Mrs. Angela Gardiner (Associate Director of Finance)

Apologies
Mr. Jonathan Barker (Public Governor, Reading)

41/20 Declarations of Interests

There were no declarations of interests.

42/20 Charity Accounts 2019/20

The Acting Director of Finance introduced the Charity Accounts for 2019/20 and advised that 
the Audit & Risk Committee had reviewed.  The Committee noted that the £1m donation for 
the Health & Wellbeing Centre had been initially accounted for in the 2019/20 accounts as the 
payment had been received on 3 April 2020.  However, following a technical discussion with 
auditors, this donation would now be reflected in 2020/21 accounts.  

The Committee discussed the valuation of Melrose House.  The Acting Director of Finance 
advised that the valuation had been carried out as part of the valuation of the Trust estate by a 
third party.  It was agreed that an update would be provided to the next meeting in relation to 
the valuation as well as the investment policy for the Charity.          Action:  M Clements 

The Committee agreed that, subject to the inclusion of Bal Bahia in list of Board Directors, the 
Trustee Annual Report and Financial statements for the period ended 31 March 2020 were 
approved.  The Acting Chief Executive and the Acting Director of Finance were authorised to 
sign and date the statement of Trustee’s responsibilities, the report of the Corporate Trustee 
and the balance sheet as at 31 March 2020.  The Acting Director of Finance was authorised to 
sign the Letter of Representative on behalf of the Corporate Trustee and issue it to the 
auditors.          Action:  M Clements

43/20 Date of Next Meeting

Minutes
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It was agreed that the next meeting would be held on Thursday 14 January 2021 at 13.00.

SIGNED:

DATE:
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Audit & Risk Committee
Wednesday 13 January 2021
9.30 – 11.30
Video Conference Call 

Members
Mr. John Petitt (Non-Executive Director) (Chair)
Mr. Brian Hendon (Non-Executive Director) 
Mrs. Helen Mackenzie (Non-Executive Director) 

In attendance
Advisors
Ms. Anna Blackman (Partner, PwC) 
Ms. Anastasia Esbend (Senior Manager, Deloitte)  
Mr. Tony Hall (Local Counter Fraud Specialist) (LCFS)
Mr. Ben Sheriff (Director, Deloitte)

Trust Staff
Mrs. Caroline Ainslie  (Chief Nursing Officer)
Mr. Mike Clements  (Acting Director of Finance)
Ms. Angella Gardiner  (Financial Controller, Group Accounts)
Mrs. Nicky Lloyd  (Acting Chief Executive Officer)
Mrs. Caroline Lynch  (Trust Secretary)
Mr. Mike Robinson  (Associate Director of Infrastructure) (for minute 03/21)
Mr. Keegan Timmermans (Corporate Governance Officer)

Apologies

01/21 Declarations of Interests

There were no declarations of interests.

02/21 Minutes: 16 September 2020 and Matters Arising Schedule  

The minutes of the meetings held on 26 October 2020 & 11 November 2020 were agreed as 
a correct record and would be signed by the Chair.

Minute 137/20 (121/20): Matters Arising Schedule: Health & Safety Update: The Chief 
Nursing Officer advised that the pilot for flagging violent and aggressive patients in ED had 
been progressing well.  However, the programme had been paused due to Covid. Training 
had been completed in ED and Elderly Care. The Committee noted that one letter had 
already been sent to a patient as a result of inappropriate behaviour towards staff. The Chief 
Nursing Officer highlighted that a separate work stream had been created to consider 
patients with learning disabilities and Autism. 

Minute 140/20: Matters Arising Schedule: Digital Hospital Go Live Update:  The Acting Chief 
Executive highlighted that the Trust was considering the continuation of the digital go live 
programme in January 2021. A decision would be made at the Digital Hospital Committee on 

Audit & Risk Committee 
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15 January 2021, as to whether the programme would be continued alongside the Trust’s 
ongoing Covid response.

Minute 142/20: Matters Arising Schedule: Internal Audit Progress Report: The Acting Director 
of Finance highlighted that overpayments as a result of late terminations had been reviewed 
during the budget setting process. The Committee noted that overpayments had been
excluded from the calculation of baseline budgets for 2021/22.

03/21 Cyber Security Update

[Section exempt under section 31].

04/21 Counter Fraud Update 
 
The Local Counter Fraud Specialist (LCFS) provided an overview of work undertaken since 
the last meeting, as well as, progress against the counter fraud action plan. 

[Section exempt under section 30].

In relation to declarations of interest, the LCFS advised that the process was robust.  
However, there had not been significant action to ensure that staff were completing 
declarations. 

The Trust Secretary advised that the declarations of interest electronic platform had been 
introduced in November 2019. Prior to this, the process had been manual. The Committee 
noted that since the introduction of the platform, there had been a significant improvement in 
the number of staff making declarations. Progress had been impacted as a result of the 
ongoing Covid pandemic. The Trust Secretary highlighted that, as a result of the current 
Covid situation in the Trust, it would be inappropriate to prioritise staff declarations.  The 
Chief Nursing Officer reiterated that clinical staff were focussed on patient care and the 
ongoing pandemic, and that the declarations process could not be progressed in clinical 
areas at present.

The Trust Secretary advised that the revised process had been embedded in the Trust’s 
human resources processes to ensure that any new staff were required to make a 
declaration prior to appointment. It was anticipated that this would have a further positive 
impact on the overall number of staff making declarations. 

The Committee noted that declarations was also incorporated into the Consultant job 
planning process. Communications would be circulated via the Chief Medical Officer to 
advise medical staff that there was a requirement to add their declarations to the platform as 
well as in their job plans.

The Acting Chief Executive confirmed that the Trust had additional processes in place to 
protect the Trust against improper actions such as sign-off thresholds and a robust 
procurement process. 

05/21 Internal Audit Progress Report 

The Partner, PwC, introduced the report and advised that the Trust had one outstanding 
high-risk action in relation to the 2020/21 internal audit plan. This related to management of 
follow up activities as the Trust could not evidence completion of agreed actions. The 
Committee noted that work was ongoing alongside the Acting Director of Finance to address 
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this. The Partner, PwC advised that the Trust was on target to deliver against all agreed 
actions before year-end. 

The Chair of the Committee challenged the delay in evidencing actions. The Partner, PwC 
highlighted that the changes to the Trust’s Finance structure had impacted on progress.  The 
Acting Director of Finance advised that software had been developed in order to automate 
the process to ensure efficiency and optimise management time. Since issuing the report, a 
further 4 actions had been closed and 1 was awaiting sign off. In addition, a clear escalation 
process had now been introduced. 

In relation to the onboarding and offboarding of staff, the Committee noted that a workshop 
had been held with key stakeholders and a set of actions and process improvements had 
been agreed. It was agreed that an update would be submitted to the next meeting.                                     
                                                                                                                  Action: A Blackman 

A query was raised as to whether the onboarding and offboarding process considered staff 
Disclosure & Barring Service (DBS) checks. The Acting Chief Executive highlighted that the 
onboarding and offboarding Internal Audit review had been requested by the Chief Finance 
Officer in response to her understanding of the main drivers for overpayments, namely the 
delays in, or the absence of, managers raising variation or termination forms. The Committee 
noted that DBS checks were part of the HR process and would need to be reviewed by HR 
Management. [Section exempt under section 30].

06/21 External Audit Progress Report  
 
The Director, Deloitte introduced the report and provided a status update on work 
undertaken since the last meeting as well as agreed actions.

The Chair of the Committee queried whether the timetable in relation to audited accounts 
had been clarified. The Director, Deloitte, advised that the Department of Health & Social 
Care (DHSC) had published the proposed year-end timetable. It was anticipated that 
unaudited accounts would be due on 27 April 2021 and audited accounts would be due on 
15 June 2020/21.

The Chief Nursing Officer queried whether any guidance had been issued in relation to the 
submission of the Quality Account. The Director, Deloitte, advised that a decision on whether 
to progress with the Quality Account was anticipated to be made at the end of January 2021. 

07/21 Audit Recommendations Update

The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that there were 10 reports 
with outstanding audit actions. Of the 38 reported actions, 16 had been completed and 2 
were overdue.  All completed actions had been signed off by the responsible Executive 
Lead.

The Committee noted that there were no requests to remove audit actions from the audit 
action tracker and no requests to amend audit actions.

08/21 Board Assurance Framework (BAF)

The Trust Secretary introduced the report and highlighted that the relevant sections of the 
BAF had been reviewed by each of the Board sub-committees.   In addition, the estates 
section had been updated since the last meeting.  The Committee considered that the BAF 
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was now successfully embedded as a governance tool and was being used to prioritised 
agenda items discussed at Board sub-committees.

The Chair of the Committee highlighted the positive improvements in relation to the layout of 
the BAF as well as the level of engagement in updating the document. 

09/21 Corporate Risk Register

The Chief Nursing Officer introduced the Corporate Risk Register and advised that it had 
been updated since the last meeting. The Committee noted that risk ratings were frequently 
reviewed by the Integrated Risk Committee. 

The Committee noted the positive improvements in relation to the frequency of review by the 
integrated Risk Committee, as well as, the detailed analysis and description of each risk. The 
Chair of the Committee highlighted improvements in the layout and accessibility of the 
document. 

The Chair of the Committee queried the risk rating in relation to achieving the strategic 
objective of achieving financial sustainability (5.1) and Capital Projects (5.8).  
The Acting Director of Finance advised that the risk rating was based on the in-year financial 
targets which the Trust was on track to meet. The following year could not be risk rated as 
the Trust’s year-end financial target for 2021/22 had not yet been determined. The 
Committee agreed that the Integrated Risk Committee should consider implications beyond 
the current financial year when risk rating.                                                 Action: C Ainslie

A query was raised in relation to the high-risk rating in relation to Infection Control staffing.
The Chief Nursing Officer highlighted that this was being mitigated by the Care Group 
Directors’ of Nursing. The Committee noted that this was a challenge nationally but that 
actions were ongoing to improve this going forward.

10/21 Bank Account Authorisations:

The Committee noted that there had been no amendments to the Trust’s signatory panel for 
the Trust or the Royal Berks Charity since the last meeting.

11/21 Non-NHS Debt Report

The Acting Director of Finance introduced the report and advised that non-NHS debt was 
£5.32m as at 31 December 2020. 

A query was raised in relation to historic claims. The Acting Director of Finance advised that 
efforts were ongoing to recover the debt. 

A query was raised as in relation to emergency admissions of patients not entitled to NHS 
care. The Acting Director of Finance highlighted that the Trust was required to provide 
emergency treatment to all patients. The Committee noted that where patients did not have 
sufficient finances to cover the costs of treatment it was difficult to recover the debt. 

12/21 Losses and Special Payments

The Committee noted that, since the last meeting, there had been two payments made for 
loss of property at a value of £2,066 and fifteen cases of other losses that totalled 
£13,662.50. There had been one special payment in relation to legal fees to a value of £270. 
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13/21 Use of Single Tenders

The Committee noted that there had been four single tenders awarded since the last
meeting of the Committee. These included; 

 Hardware and software support in relation to continuity of service with the provider of 
the system, £7k.

 Rental of storage space on a 3-year lease in relation to urgent support for the 
Lighthouse Laboratory, £1.46m.

 2-year extension of a contract with a specialist supplier for BSL Interpretation, £36k.

 The purchase of 4 Virtuoso pro mattresses as part of the covid contingency plan, 
£15k.

14/21 Schedule of Significant Contracts

The Committee noted that there had been no significant contracts awarded since the last 
meeting of the Committee.

15/21 Trust Seal Update

The Committee noted that in accordance with section 9 and 10 of the Trust’s Standing 
Orders, the Trust’s official seal had been affixed to eight documents and signed by 
combinations of two signatories from among the Chief Finance Officer, the Chief Executive 
and the Trust Secretary since November 2019.

16/21 Audit Committee Work Plan 

The Committee noted the work plan. 

17/21 Key Messages for the Board

It was agreed that key issues to draw to the attention of the Board included:-

 The monitoring of declarations of interest as per the Counter fraud report

 Progress against the Internal audit recommendations

 The positive progress of the Board Assurance Framework and Corporate Risk 
Register

18/21 Date of Next Meeting

The Committee noted that the next meeting was scheduled for 17 March 2021 at 09.30am.

19/21 Private Meeting with External Audit

A private meeting with Deloitte was not held.

20/21 Private Meeting with Internal Audit

A private meeting with PwC was not held.

21/21 Private Meeting of the Committee

It was agreed that a meeting of the Committee was not required as there were no specific 
issues for discussion.

Chair:
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Date:
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Agenda Item 8

Board Work Plan 2021
Focus Item Lead Freq Jan-21 Mar-21 May-21 Jul-21 Sep-21 Nov-21

Provide the Highest
Quality Care

COVID-19 Update DH/JL/Cai By Exception
COVID-19 Recovery Plan Exec By Exception
Skill Mix Review CAi Annually
Winter Plan DH Annually
Health & Safety Story CAI Every
Patient Story CAi/JL Every
Ockendon Report CAi Once
EPPR DH Annually

Invest in our Staff and live
out our Values

Staff Survey Results DF Annually
Staff Story Exec Every
Health & Safety Annual Report CAi Annually
Annual Revalidation Report JL Annually

Achieve Long-Term
Financial Sustainability

Quarterly Forecast MC Quarterly
2021/22 Contracts MC Annually
2021/22 Budget MC Annually
2021/22 Capital Plan MC Annually
Operating Plan/ Business Plan 2021/22 AS Annually
Standing Financial Instructions MC Annually

Drive the Development of
Integrated Services ICP Update AS Every

Other / Governance

Chief Executive Report NL Every
Board Assurance Framework CL Bi-Annually
Corporate Risk Register CAi Bi-Annually
Well Led Framework Action Plan Update NL Bi-Annually
Integrated Performance Report (IPR) Exec Every
IPR Metrics Review DH Annually
NHSI Annual Self-Certification MC/CL Annually
Standing Orders Review CL Annually
Review of the meeting GS Every
Board Work Plan CL Every
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